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The problem. The problem of this study was to
determine if bibliotherapy is an effective means of teaching
specific problem solving skill~ tof~male juvenile delin
quents. Specific problem solv1ng sk1lls under study were
identification of problems, analysis of the emotional con
tent of problems, analysis of the motivations of people in
volved in problems, and formulation of solutions to problems.

Procedure. Twenty residents at Mitchellville
Training School, Mitchellville, Iowa, were involved in the
study. Ten were control subjects who read books from a Book
List and wrote plot summaries of what they had read; ten
were experimental subjects who read books from the same Book
List and discussed them with the bibliotherapist. The book
discussions followed a specific format and focused on an
analysis of the four problem solving skills as they were
presented in the books.

A pretest and posttest were administered to each
subject to determine whether subjects ' problem solving
skills had improved during the course of the four week ex
periment. Gain scores were computed, and the independent
sample~ t test w~s used to test the significance of differ
ences ~n mean ga~n scores between the two groups.

F!ndings. The mean gain scores of the experimen
tal group a~a significantly exceed the mean gain scores of
the control group (.05 level) for the identification of
problem skill.

f t i Conclusions. Bibliotherapy appears to be an ef-
e c t ~ve means of teachin f l' ,identify ·bl . g. ema e Juven~le delinquents to

.L pro ems.

Recommendations B'bl' h
book discussion format~' ~ Lo t he r a py , in a structured
helping female 'uve '1' ~s ~ecommended as an approach to
to identify proSlemn~ €d el~~quent~ develop their abilities
recommended that m 5 an. P

J
r o 1em s i. tua t ions. It is a 1 so

. ore stucy be d·· . ..'crease the effectiv . -f .: ~ne concern1ng ways to 1n-
eness o. b~bl~otherapy.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

For the thoughtful, introspective person, the study of

life and living is a reason for being. Almost everyone

searches for meaning in life and desires greater understand

ing of themselves and others. Each person examines life

from a unique perspective and, through our work and interac

tion with others, each of us can contribute to the ever in-

creasing body of knowledge about the human experience.

Much of this knowledge comes from the scientific com-

munity as the result of careful research into the psycho-

logical and physiological nature of being human. Other 1n-

ature,

formation comes from theologians, philosophers, and creative

artists. This information may be less quantifiable and more

intuitive in nature than information gleaned from scientific

research, but it is also necessary to a complete understand

ing of the human condition.

Literature is an especially important source of inform

ation about being human. Authors study human emotions and

motivations and recreate the living experience through liter-

Good literature is a true reflection of life, and

memorable charact ~ ,
.. c ers seem allve because they are reflections

of real people. Good literature is a realistic description

of the feeling.• s , aspiratl'on.s, Li r Li t I d. persona l·y qua i 1. i.e s , an

1



1 Wi t h i n the context of conflict.
motivations of peop e

2

It is

of h ow people work through personal limit
also a description

t. o in·t.er.act with others in an attempt to solve prob-ations .L-

literature.

lems. In these respects, we can learn about life through

Literature can show us how others feel and act

and how they approach problems.

Literature addresses a major aspect of living when it

describes human problems and their resolutions. The success-

ful resolution of problems and conflicts is an extremely

important motivating force for living. Literature, poetry,

and drama exist because there seems to be a strong human de-

sire to describe this motivating force. Philosophy and the-

=

ology attempt to organize and give rationale to this process

of problem resolution, and the sciences attempt to measure

the process in concrete terms. A great deal of human activ

ity is concerned with problem resolution.

Even a superficial survey of literature, and of real

life experience, reveals that individuals differ in their

abilities to solve problems. The success with which an in

dividual is able to solve problems seems to depend on the

environmental resources available, the intellectual, spi ri t

ual, psychological, and physical resources of the problem

solver, and the degree to which the individual has developed

specific problem solving skills.
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RATIONALE

Problem Solving Skills

The basic problem solving process as it applies to

human problems involves the ability to break a problem into

components, to analyze the parts in a logical fashion, and

then to formulate a solution based on that analysis.

According to Carkhuff, this can be done in four stages.

The first stage involves identifying the problem and explor

ing its implications. The second stage involves analysis of

the parts of the problem, which would include a thorough ex

ploration of the emotions and motivations of the people in-

volved in the problem situation. In the third stage, the

problem solver lists as many alternative courses of action

as possible without making judgments as to the feasibility

of these possible solutions. The final stage involves using

the information gained from the previous stages to formulate

a reasonable, workable solution to the problem. 1 "The ex

tent to which individuals are able to follow, deliberately

or intuitively, a problem solving model is the extent to

which they are consistently able to solve problems success

fully."Z

t lRobert R. carkhuff. ' The Art of. Problem Solv.in~ (Am-
rie r s t : Huma R. .~
pp. 10_14. n esource Development -Press, Inc., 197 i ,

2
Sta~ement by Raymond Moore Ph.D. ,. director of a work-

shop de3l1ng' t h b '
C wi. pro lem solving skills, June 10, 1980 .

•
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Most cognitive theorists would agree that problem solv

skills can be learned, and that they seem to be based on

-

the ability to look outside oneself in an analytical manner.

Other psychological characteristics that seem to be related

to the development of problem solving skills are the ability

to control impulses and the ability to delay gratification. 1

Apparently, these two abilities are necessary to the process

of stepping back from a problem long enough to analyze its

components. An impulsive individual apparently is not able

to invest the time required to complete the problem solving

process and is not able to delay personal gratification in

order to formulate a solution involving all the factors of

the problem.

There are at least three factors that would logically

influence the learning of problem solving skills in child

hood: the examples set by parents and peers, the child's

experience with cause and effect situations, and the educa

tional opportunities available to practice logical, analyti

cal thinking.

The imitation of parents and peers is an important

learning process in operation during childhood. 2 If the

significant persons in a child's life demonstrate some type

1Edwa r d de Bo T hTemple Smith . . no, eac ing Thinking (London: Haurice
Ltd., 1976), p. 99.

2
Guy R.Lefrancois Of Ch'ld· ( . fWadsworth 1973) , .1.. ren ,Belmont, Cali.:

,.. ,pp. 111~37.
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of analytical behavior when solving problems, the child is

likely to imitate them and develop these problem solving

As t· h e c·hild matures and peer influence becomesskills.

more important, the child tends to imitate contemporaries'

approaches to problem solving.

Another important aspect in the development of the prob-

lem solving process is the relationship between cause and

effect.1 Reasonable solutions to problems are often based

on an understanding of cause and effect and the abi li ty to

predict the consequences of a particular course of action.

Life experience is the means through which the child develops

this skill. A consistent, reasonable environment in which

the child is generally able to predict others' reactions

fosters the ability to relate cause and effect and to predict

outcomes of behavior. This skill is directly involved in

the formulation of solutions to problems.

The third factor that influences the development of

problem solving skills has to do with the educational oppor

tunities available to the child. 2 Educational activities

that promote logical, analytical thinking provide for the

development of cognitive functioning, which has direct

Dr~ke, Teaching Critical Thinking (Danville:
Pr~nters and Publishers, Inc., 1976), pp. 5~20.

B k 1Antony Flew, Thinking Straight (Buffalo:
00 s, 1975), pp. 4D 41. .

2James A.
The Interstate

Prometheus
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on the child's ability to organize facts and make
bearing

inferences.
The more practice the child has in thinking

h l t ke l.y he or she is to develop the abilityclearly, te more .r

ma.. turely a.nd abstractly and to "then manufactureto think

solutions to problems.

A child's success at learning effective problem solving

skills depends to a large degree on these three factors. A

child needs role models who model effective problem solving,

an environment that teaches cause and effect relationships,

and educational opportunities to develop cognitive function-

ing. Also affecting a child's ability to problem solve are

the psychological characteristics of impulse control and

delay of gratification.

Delinquency and Problem Solving

Juvenile delinquency is a many faceted problem that af

fects all of society in economic and emotional terms. The

monetary cost of delinquency is great. Property damage

caused by delinquent acts runs more than 3.9 billion dollars

each year, nationally.l The cost of institutional care for

juvenile delinquents continues to increase: in 1980, it

cost eighty dollars per day per child to provide institution-

al care and educati·on. i·.n 10'7a.'s . 1. ~ juvenL e corrections

•

Deli lBrenda.S.Griffin and Charles T.
I978JQuency in PerspectJ-ve (New York:

, p , 55 .

Griffin, Juvenile
Harper anaRow,
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'1' t i 1 Personal injury expense due to delinquent acts
fac~ ~ ~es.

and it must be measured in emotional as well
is also high,

as monetary terms. The victims of juvenile crime, the fami-

lies of the delinquent children, and the entire community

suffer stress as a result of delinquency, in addition to the

stress fel t by the child. Delinquency causes a waste of

human energy, human resources, and human potential.

Much research has been done to determine causes of de-

linquency and to describe the juvenile delinquent in order

to formulate treatment for the problem. The research is

often contradictory. Causation factors are numerous and

seem to be related to an interaction between the individual's

personality and the environmental situation. Factors which

have caused one young person to commit delinquent acts do

not necessarily cause similar behavior from other young

people, even in the same environment. It is difficult to

generalize concerning the causation of delinquency.

Describing the delinquent is almost as difficult.

Young persons who commit delinquent acts come from all

socio-economic levels of society, and they exhibit wide

variances in personality structure, ranging from shy intro

version to aggression. However, according to Eric L. Sage,

acting superintendent at M' h·ltc e11vi11e Training School,

"J "Iuvenle delinquents do hseem to ave one problem in common.

1
Statement by Pat ' , A

November 30, 1981. rlCla· . i'1cNa11y, personal interview,

n
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n.o t o r i ou s l y poor skills when approaching problems
They have

They often find themselves in troubleor making decisions.

because they have acted impulsively. ,,1 In addition, juvenile

delinquents are often lacking in the experiences that promote

the learning of problem solving skills.

Research has suggested that the home life of the delin

quent child may be an important factor in the development of

delinquent behavior. 2 Often, the role models presented by

parents and peers of delinquent children are less than ade

quate for the modeling of appropriate problem solving behav

iors. Escape from problems through drug usage, alcoholism,

and instability of relationships are ways of coping with

stress that seem more frequent in homes in which delinquency

oc cur s v-' Parents who use these methods to approach pro blems

present a poor role model for their children, especially in

terms of problem solving.

Instability of behavior and relationships and inconsis

tent discipline of children seem also to be factors associat

ed with delinquent behavior. 4 Instability, unpredictabilit

1Statement by Eric L. Sage, personal interview,
September 21, 1981.

2Robert K Duri "NLi ht of . . . .g, ew igh t on Broken Home Factors in

S g - the Etlology of Juvenile De 1 inquency " Arne
oelety of Co. 1 ' -rlmlnoogy, LOUisville, Kentucky, 1976.

3Howard James Chold ...
York- P k 'B~Trouble: A National Scandal

. oc et o oks , L':10':1),P-p. 163-78.

4Griffin and Griffin , p. 249.
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, 'tency may prevent children from recognizing the
and ~ncons~s

, hf between causes and effects. Lack of this abil-
relat~ons ~p

ity to accurately predict the consequences of a particu1ar

course of action would affect a child's ability to p r ob Lem

solve and would create feelings of frustration which, for

children with inadequate means of verbal expression, could

lead to hostile action. The logical linking of cause and

effect, especially in the area of discipl ine, helps chi1dren

to develop impulse control and to delay gratification, which,

in turn, facilitates the development of problem solving

skills. A lack of understanding of cause and effect could

be a factor in the commission of delinquent acts. A young

person who is unable to predict the negative consequences of

a delinquent action is not likely to exert control over his

or her behavior in order to avoid those negative consequenc

es. 1

Truancy and dropping out of school are common among

children involved in delinquency.2 A study done at Mitchel1

ville Training School found that, as a group, the female

juvenile delinquents committed there during 1980 functioned

and Harwin L. Voss, Delinquency and
Heath and Company, 1974), p , 113.

lSharon H Roesch "D t ..ceived ' . .' e errents to De1 a nquenc y as
.' by Del~~quents and Non-delinquents: A Study"
or~da Atlant~c Univ., 1976, p. 135.

2Delbert S. Elliott
~2out (New York: D.C.

Per
Di 55.,
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three grade levels below normal on a measure of academic

, t 1 While learning disabilities and emotionalachlevemen .

1 roles in the impaired academic functioningproblems may P ay

of this group, it is important to note tha t 87% of the 5e

subjects had not attended school from six months to three

years before being adjudicated to be delinquent.

reasonable to assume that lack of school attendance played a

role in the lowered academic abilities of these subjects.

This assumption is supported by another study done at

the same institution which found that the scores of institu-

tionalized female delinquents on measures of reading ability

consistently improved after three months of participation in

the institution's education program, and that reading im-

provement continued for the length of stay of 88/0 of the sub

jects studied. 2 It appears that attending school does pro-

mote cognitive functioning among delinquents, and that tru

ancy tends to limit or suppress cognitive development.

Since the thinking process is integral to the problem solv

ing process, it appears that truancy and dropping out of

school are counter-productive to the development of problem

-- - ~-
-~------

lRoxanne Soarks "A S't- "j t' h A i - F . .
f ', -' .. - ',1. " uc Y 0 t e cae emlc'unctlonlng

a Ins tit u t 1 on a l i z e d [' 1n cI' ., c ze r erna e .Ju v nile Delinquents," Xerox,
. . ~ p. L..

=

2L"'1. Cl Sorensen "Pel t t, 'f '
lns t i t t i.c Li ',' ',' ~,,' ,,' ,t r,[,)S C,) Re a d i rig Improvement.ulonalL:edI·em3l) J '
the Ins r it", ' ,- ~ '" ,,' ( e ,Uv e n lIe Del i n qlJ e n t sEn r 0 l Le d

" ut i on s School Program," Xerox, n.d., p. 3.

of
in
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solving skills.

The previouS discuss ion presented the idea tha t juveni 1 e

delinquents are often lacking in at least three factors that

promote the learning of a problem solving process: parental

From

and peer role models who demonstrate problem solving skills,

recognition of cause and effect relationships, and education-

al opportunities which promote cognitive development.

this perspective, delinquency may be considered a factor

which hampers the learning of problem solving skills.

From another perspective, poor problem solving skills

may be causative factors in the development of delinquency

itself. Actual delinquent behavior may occur as a result of

frustration caused from ineffective problem solVing.

For example, a child who is unable to identify a problem

involving a specific family relationship may react with gen-

eral hostility toward all members of the family. The chi Id

able

may sense that there is a problem, but being unable to iden

tify it, the child may react with free-floating hostility.

If the problem is severe or of long duration, the hostile

atmosphere in the home may provoke the child to run away or

to Commit hostile actions leading to more serious delinquent

behaviors.

Frustration and anger may r e s u I t even when the chi ld is

to identify the problem, but is unable to und e r s r.a nd

the emotions or th . . .
~ . e motIvatIons of other f arn I ly members.

The i ..
elr actIons may seem a r b i t ra r y en rejecting to the child,
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and the child may retaliate with aggressive behavior.

Last, the child who is unable to formulate a reasonable

solution to a family relationship problem is likely to con

tinue to suffer the effects of the poor relationship. Any

of these situations could lead an impulsive child to act in

hostile ways and perhaps act out with aggressive, delinquent

behavior.

Regardless of the role that problem solving, or lack of

it, plays in the etiology of juveni Le del inquency, it seems

important to explore methods of teaching problem solvi ng

skills to juvenile delinquents. The results of sharpening

these individual's skills in problem solving should benefit

society as well as improve the quality of the individual's

life. Ideally, improved problem solving skills would enable

delinquent children to make better, less impulsive decisions

and would enable them to organize their thinking, which would

help them to understand themselves and others better. This

should have a beneficial effect on the interpersonal rela

tionships of the child. It should also affect the chi Ld ' s

school experiences and job experiences, making them more

positive and helping the child to feel successful.

At later points in the child 1 slife, improved problem

solving skills may have impact on the chi Ld ' s choice of voca-

tion choice of . . .. ., marrlage partner, and cholce of assoclates.

Improved probl l'em SOvlng skills could have impact on the

marriage relat·.h· .lonslp ltself and on the parenting skills of
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the individual. By improving the problem solving skills of

delinquent children, we may be taking a step toward the pre

vention of delinquency in future generations.

These beneficial effects could have impact on a societal

level. If the number of delinquent acts caused by frustra

tion due to poor problem solving skills could be reduced

through training in problem solving, there would be les s

personal and property damage, vandalism, and violence. Few-

er, less severe, delinquent acts could result in fewer ad-

judications of delinquency which could mean savings to soci-

ety in terms of the cost of institutionalization. Less ex-

pensive, community-based services may then be able to pro-

vide for the less severely delinquent chi ldren who might

otherwise have been sent to an insti tution. Even a slight

reduction in the frequency or severi ty of del inquent behav

ior woul d be of benefit to society in monetary as well as

human terms.

Bibliotherapy and Problem Solving

The fact that juvenile delinquents are often truant

from school or have dropped out of school precludes the

teaching of problem solving skills in the public schools, at

least in t fe rrns a reaching the del inquent chi ld. There fore,

this study will be concerned with the structured teaching of

specific problem solving skills within the framework of an

institutional program designed to re habi 1 ita t e juveni 1 e

•
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offenders. One possible way to do this is through the coun

seling modality of bibliotherapy.

At present, bibliotherapy is defined very broadly by

those interested in its use. Webster defines bibliotherapy

as "the use of selected reading materials as therapeutic ad

juvants in medicine and psychiatry; also, guidance in the

solution of personal problems through directed reading. ,,1

Bibliotherapy is based on the assumption that there is an

interaction between a reader and wri tten material, and that

this interaction can be manipulated by a counselor in order

to produce beneficial results for the client.

Tartagni has described the bibliotherapeutic process as

having four phases. In the first phase, the counselor as-

sesses the client I s needs and determines whether wri tten

material would be of value in the counseling process. This

determination is based on the type of problem presented by

the client, the client's desire to read, the client's read-

ing level, and the availability of appropriate reading mate

rial. After this information gathering phase, the counselor

then recommends specific reading material to the cl ient ,

based upon the client I 5 needs. In the third phase, the cli

ent reads the material and interacts wi th it. The fi na 1

phase involves counseling sessions during which the client

lJane Webster "Using B k to Reduce Fears of First
Grade Chi ldren " Th' . 00 s
159-62. ,e her, 14 (January 1961),

-
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t h e read in,e c x pe r Len c e and analyze rhc.Inc! counselor process - - "

. 1 in t.'.'rms of l ts i mp.rc t on t.h e client. 1
wr itt en rna t e r 1 a L ,

Bib 1 i 0 the rap i s t s ba s l' the i r p r act i c e 0 fbi b 1 i 0 the rap y

I)I! empirical knowledge gained it-em the observation of case

<r ud i e s . Most bibliotherapists would agree that readers

identify, to varying degrees, with characters that they read

;lbout, and that this identification can be used to build

s e l f-esteem and to help the cl ient Learn from vicarious ex

perience. 2 This process can also be used to help the client

analyze the emotions and motivations of the book characters

and to Learn about their own motivations and emotions as

well as those of others. Bibliotherapists would also agree

that analysis of the conflict in the plot of a book seems to

help clients unravel the conflicts in their own lives, and

that analysis of characters' solutions to problems can sug

gest personal problem solutions to cl ients. 3

This empirical knowledge suggests that bibliotherapy

eould be useful in helping cl Lents learn how to solve prob

lems. The four components of the problem solving process

, 10a nn a Tartagni, "Using Bibl iotherapy with Adolescent s,"
~ool Counselo~, 24 (September 1976),28-35 .

. 2Barbara Lindeman, "Bf.b l i o t hc r ap y : DeE i n i t Lo n s , Uses
a nd S t di s "T .. J
c uni e s , '-Journal of School Ps choln 7 , No. 2
(1968-69),37.

Guid
s , 11

... -------_ _,-_ _ _---_._---

3Evaline P. Jackson, "Bibl i o t h e r a p y and Reading
a nc a : A lentative Approach to T'h e o r v " Ltb r a r Tre
t Oc ober 1962), 118-26. ..,

R
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(identification of the problem, analysis of the emotional

content of the problem, ana 1 y s is of the mot iva tiona I conten t

of the problem, and formulation of a solution) are in har

mony with the bibliotherapeutic process and the resul ts tha t:

have been observed by bibliotherapists in practice. By an-

a Ly z i ng the problem solving proces s tha t book cha rae ters

follow in order to resolve the conflict: in the plot, clients

may be able to learn the problem salving process for them-

selves.

As a counseling modality, bibliotherapy is quite adapt-

able to institutional programs designed for juvenile delin-

que nr s . It could be used as pa rt of a counseling program in

an individual or group forma t, or it could be used as part:

of a reading program, depending upon the training and exper-

rise of the staff members invol ved. A bibliotherapeutic

program could use existing institutional library materials

and would require no special equipment or allocations of

funds in order to be implemented. It could be administere

i nt l y by institutional librarians, reading teachers, and

counselors, in lieu of a bibliotherapist trained in both

counseling and reading. This arrclngement could promote co

operation between institutional departments and act to up-

grade institutional programs

a departments.

through better communication

Because bibliotherapy is a ri adjunctive counseling modal

itv th.. at could be easily implemented in an Lri s t Lt u t Lo n a l
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t i g and because bibliotherapy could make better use ofset in, .

existing resources in institutions, it is import.ant to deter-

mine if bibliotherapy is an effective means of teaching prob

lem solving skills to institutionalized juvenile delinquents.

Such information would be of value to institutional counsel

ors and teachers and other staff members responsible for de-

sig.nino- institutional programs in counseling and in educa-
.., , 0

t Lori . This information would also be helpful to persons re-

sponsib1e for allocating or spending federal library funds.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of this study was to determine if bib1io-

therapy is an effective means of teaching four specific prob-

1em solving skills to ten female juvenil.e delinquents com-

mitted to Mitchellville Training School at Mitchellville,

Iowa.

In order to determine this, the following questions

needed to be answered:

1) Is there a significant difference between pretest

and posttest scores on a measure of problem solving ability

between subjects who have received a bibliotherapeutic 0

gram and subjects who have not received a bibliotherapeutic

program?

2) Which of the four specific problem solving s Ll. s

show improvement over the period of time covered by the ex-

periment? Which

ment?
problem solving skills do not show improve-
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HYPOTHESES

A null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis were

formulated for each comparison to be made:

m

HO:

HO:

For the four specific problem solving skills combined,
the mean gain score of the experimental group recei ving
bibliotherapy does not significantly exceed the mean
gain score of the control group.

For the four specific problem solving skills combined,
the mean gain score of the experimental group receiving
bibliotherapy is significantly greater than the mean
gain score of the control group.

For Skill I (Identification of Problem), the mean gain
score of the experimental group receiving bibliotherapy
does not significantly exceed the mean gain score of
the control group.

For Skill I (Identification of Problem), the mean gain
score of the experimental group receiving bibliotherapy
is significantly greater than the mean gain score of
the control group.

For Skill II (Analysis of Emotional Content), the mean
gain score of the experimental group receiving bibl io
therapy does not significantly exceed the mean gain
score of the control group.

For Skill II (Analysis of Emotional Content), the mean
gain score of the experimental group receiving b i, bl io
therapy is significantly greater than the mean gain
Score of the control group.

For Skill III (Analysis of Motivation), the mean gain
score of the experimental group receiving b i bl iotherapy
does not significantly exceed the mean z a I n score of
the control group. .

For Skill III (Analysis of Motivation), the mean gain
~cor~ o~ ~he experimental group receiving bibliotherapy
i s slgn~flcantly greater than the mean gain score of
the control group:

For Skill IV (Formulation of Solution), the mean in
score of the experimental group receivi n e bi bl iathe rapy
d~es not significantly exceed the mean g~in score of ~
t e control group.
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For Skill IV (Formulation of Solution), the mean gain
score of the experimental group receiving bibliotherapy
is significantly greater than the mean gain score of
the control group.

ASSUMPTIONS

Several assumptions are necessary to this study:

1) The subjects accurately and truthfully answered the

questions concerning previous experience with bibliotherapy.

2) The subjects completed the pretest and posttest to

the best of their ability.

3) The evaluators of the pretests and posttests accu-

rately and carefully rated the tests.

4) The evaluators of the pretests and posttests rated

the tests on the ideas presented by the subjects and did not

allow themselves to be influenced by the writing ability of

the subjects.

5) The design of the pretest and posttest allowed the

subjects to demonstrate problem solving skills.

6) The rating scales used by the evaluators of the

pretests and posttests were an accurate method of measuring

problem solving skills.

LIMITATIONS

The information gained from this study has a rather

narrow generalizability. The re ts apply to institution-

alized female juvenile delinquents, aged fourteen to seven-

-
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teen, who read above the sixth grade level. The subjects

were a self-selected sample, since subject cooperation and

participation were necessary in order for bi bliotherapeutic

treatment to take place. The conditions of the study did

not control for the influence of peers or staff members on

the subjects during the course of the experiment.

The pretest-posttest was designed by the researcher to

ellcit specific information from a particular group of sub-

jects. The test was not admini stered to any other groups

Eor comparison of scores. Therefore, no normative or stan-

dardization data are available for the pretest-posttest used

in this study.

DEFI NI TIONS

Bibliotherapy is defined as an adjunctive counseling

modality involving the use of written material which is read

by the client and discussed with the b i b I iotherapist. In

this study, fictional literature was used, and the bibllo

therapist used a structured format during the book discus-

sions.

De 1 i_~__ ~_ ~_~! _~e n tis de f i ned a sal e gal t e r map p 1 i edt 0 per SOn s

,~~.(>(j lwei "( t . h.. ~ v' ~(j Pig teen who have b r o k e n state or federa 1

ilWS, a nd wh o . through the p r o c e s s of ncljuclication, helve

be Ii Com mil led l () a I) i n s r t t o t r o n dcsiglwd t r e h a b i 1 ita t e

youthful ()flellcl,>rs,

-
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Chapter 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A review of the li terature related to the field of bibli

therapy should include an overview of the history of biblio

therapy and the trends of thought that led to its develop-

ment. This review will also include a discussion of the

theoretical foundations of bibliotherapy, and a summary of

the current research being done in the field.

Historical Overview

It has long been recognized that the written word can

have i luence on the feelings and thought of those experi-

encing it. The impact of the wri tten word can be fel t by

groups of people as well as by i ndi vidual s, and it is r hi s

collective influence that is most easily seen throughout:

history.

The early Greeks felt that libraries were places where

the soul could be healed, and the importance of literature

to them is exemplified by the Greek stories, poems, and

plays which have survived the centuries. Aristotle felt

that literature and the theater had healing power. His be-

lief was based· on th.e observat~on h~' .. ~ t.at ema._lons were arousecl

within people as they experienced those art forms. 1

-

lJose h S ZHuman D"r '. accaria and Harold A. Mas es ,
-.----C eve opment Through Reading (Champaign:
Lng ompany, 1968), p , i. .

cilitating
S tipe s Pu b 1 ish-
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The Greek theater did evoke a wide range of emotions

l' t s aud.·l'ence, and it required the audience to becomefrom

emotionally involved with the characters. The Greek Chorus

interpreted the emotional content of the playas it was hap

pening, reacted to it, and gave the audience a model for

their response. Through their interpretation of the writ ten

word, Greek actors influenced the emotions of other Greeks.

During the Middle Ages, literature was used as a means

of transmitting knowledge and influencing the cognitive de-

velopment of those who came in contact with it. The written

word, especially in the form of textbooks, became a powerful

means of influencing the educated, and it increased in influ-

ence with the growth of universities and the development of

the printing press. The wri tten word was a1 so an important

influence on the vast numbers of people who could not read;

it was interpreted by actors in the morality plays which

were sponsored by the Church to teach religious history and

the principles of moral behavior. Although the thinking of

both the educated and the uneducated were influenced by

literature at this time, this influence was accomplished

through different forms of writing, at different levels of

abstraction.

William Shakespeare brought to literature the idea of

making a single pi.ece of f d·wri ting have meaning or the une u-

cated as well as the educated, the abstract thinker as well

as the concrete t h i .k . ." .. r n er, and the t nd i.v Ldua l. as well as thE:'

=
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In addition his writing affected both the emotionsgroup.· ,

and the thoughts of his readers or audience. By developing

char a c t e r i z a t i on s and showing human motivat~onstrong .

through interpersonal and intrapersonal conflict, Shakespeare

t gh t his readers much about being human. The resolution.au

of these conflicts taught them about problem solving. The

structure of his plays made it possible for people to learn

concretely through plot action, or abstractly through symbol-

ism and characterization.

Shakespeare f s plays had great influence on the people

of his time, regardless of their station in life. His plays

were a means by which they could learn about Engli sh history;

his words touched the emotions of the audience; and the con-

tent of his plays were studies in problem solving. Shake-

speare's incorporation all these elements set a standard

•

for determining the quali ty of literature, and thi s standard

has greatly influenced world literature since his time. His

influence encouraged the kind of writing that contains the

elements necessary for bibliotherapy.

It was not until the development of humanistic educa

tional philosophies, however, that the idea of therapy

through 1iterature could be conceptual ized. ~vhen the goal s

of education evolved to include the personal development of

the individual . t b .
,1 ecame Important to discover ways of en-

Couraging this development, and the use of written material

was a logical method to employ. As an example, the McGuffey's
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d. ere designed to help students develop sound health
Rea ers w

habits and strong moral character. 1 In this sense, the use

of wri tten material to help the individual avoid physical or

moral difficul ties could be cons idered preventative bibl io-

therapy.

Although educational philosophy set the stage for the

concept of bibliotherapy, it was not within the educational

structure of our country that bibliotherapy was first prac-

ticed as a counseling modality. The mental health movement

of the early 1900's actually saw the birth of bibliotherapy

as a structured process. This movement was responsible for

the establishment of mental hospitals, and the prevailing

philosophy was that troubled people needed a quiet, struc-

tured environment in order to recover. For this reason,

many of the institutions built at that time were located in

peaceful, rural settings, and patients followed a daily rou-

tine.

Iowa f S institutions were among the fi rst to support. the

idea that patients in institutions could benefi t from a calm,

structured intellectual environment as well as a similar

physical environment, and an institutional library system

was established by the state. As the newly-appointed insti

tutional librarians began to notice that patients 1 moods

were sometimes affected by their reading, more interest was

1
Emma c. Embury, "The Golden Rule," McGuffey's Fourth

PP~~4~~ader (New York: American Book Company, ls-9bT--,-

n
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shown
the possibility of therapy through literature. In

1
.5.• Robinson, chairman of the Board of Control of

6:~. G'I

Institutions or Iowa, wrote an article for HModern

H· .' t a l l! in which he quotes Miss Carey, who was a pioneer
,osp~ ~.

in hospital libraries. She is quoted as saying that Hbooks

are tools to be used t h intelligent expectation of getting

re ts."1 I t was also in that: year that Samuel Crothers

used term bliotherapy" to describe the process of us-

literature in a therapeutic way . 2

The period from 1916 to the 1930 f S was atirne of spor-

ic interest in bibliotherapy among institutional prores-

s i ona l s . Many institutional librarians round the concept to

be guing, but they were more in need of guidelines for

setting up and operating insti tutional libraries than guide-

lines for carrying out therapy.

By the 1930's, however, the institutional library sys~

terns were well established, and professional interest began

to turn to the use of literature in the total treatment of

patients. Several major articles were publi shed which sug

gested appropriate materials for inclusion in hospital 11-

braries. Among these were Katherine Shorey's art fcle, "The

m

1v1 d 1C. S. Robinson, "Institution Libraries of Iowa, 1I

to ern Has tal, February, 1916, p . 131.

2
Samuel Crothers "A Literary Clinic," Atlant ic Monthl

August, 1916, p . 293.'
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. t 1· Library ,,1 and Dr. Eric Kent Clarke I s artic Le ,HOSpl a ,

tlBooks for the Convalescent. ,,2 Zoe Wright, librarian at the

State University of Iowa Hospi tals in Iowa Ci ty, wrote "Bib

liotherapy in a Children IS Hospi tal, II in which she descri bed

the beginnings of a bibliotherapeutic program at that insti

tution.3 Toward the end of the decade, articles began to

question whether bibliotherapy could become a . 4SClence, and

-

Dr. William C. Menninger became interested in bibliotherapy

for use at the Menninger Clinic.

It was during the 1940's that professionals interested

in bibliotherapy attempted to compile case studies to investi-

gate the methods used by bibliotherapists and the effects of

treatment. Ruth Tews wrote an article describing the case

histories of patients' reading, 5 and the Col umbia Univers i ty

School of Library Services began a longitudinal study of the

effects of reading on the mentally ill. 6

.. 1Katherine Shorey, "The Hospital Library,l' Library
Journal, December 1, 1937, pp. 895-97.

2Dr. ic Kent Clarke "Books for the Convale scent, fl

Library Journal, December 1, 1937, pp. 893-95.

3Zoe Wright, "Bibliotherapy in a Children ' s Hospital,"
brary Journal, December 1, 1937, pp. 898-900.

4Alice I. Bryan, "Can There Be a Science of Biblio
therapy?" Library Journal, October 15, 1939, pp. 773-76.

b SRuth M. Tews, "Case Histories of Patients' Reading, II

- rary Journal, June 1, 1944, pp. 484-87.

6"R d'S. ea l.ng as an Aid to the Mentally Ill, II School and
Dele August 28, 1948, p. 132.
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In 1949, a doctoral dissertation by Carolyn Shrodes,

"Bibliotherapy: A Theoretical and Clinical-Experimental

Study," focused attention on the need to investigate biblio

therapy in a scientific manner. 1 In 1951, Esther Hartman

continued this focus in her dissertation, "Imaginative Lit

erature as a Projective Technique: A Study in Bibliothera-

py."2

During the 1950' s , the Veteran's Administration encour

aged bibliotherapy research at Veteran's Administration Hos

pitals. A major annotated bibliography published in 1958 was

the result of this work. 3

In the 1960's, the concept of bibliotherapy spread from

institutional settings to school settings, and bibliotherapy

became a topic of interest for school librarians and reading

teachers. 4 The topics of several experimental s tudie s i n-

dicated this shift of emphasis. "An Exploratory Study of

•

the Effects of Bibliotherapy on the Behavioral Patterns of

, ,lCarolyn Shrodes, "Bibliotherapy: A Theoretical and
Chn~cal-Experimental Study," Diss., Univ. of California, 1949.

2
. ,Esther A. Hartman, "Imaginative Literature as a Pro-
Jective Technique: A Study in Bibliotherapy,." D'i s s .. , Stan
ford Univ., 1951.

3
A Rosemary Dolan and others Bibliotherapy in Hospitals:-r: ~nnotated Bibliography (Washington D.C.: Veteran I s Ad-
m~n~stration, 1958). - ,

S ' 4Kathleen A. Heitzmann and William R. Heitzmann "Th e
Clence of Bt bl i h e 'Ft d i . ~ l.ot erapy: A Critical Review of Research

n 1 ngs "R d .,ea lng Improve~ent, Summer, 1975, p , 121 .
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Adolescents" by J. T. Sandefur and Jeanette Bigge, 1 and "The

Effect of Short-term Classroom Bibliotherapy on the Personal

ity and Academic Achievement of Reformatory Inmate Student s"

by C. tv1. Whipple 2 indicate that researchers were interes ted

in the effect of bibliotherapy on the feelings and academic

achievement of students as well as its effect on the mental

health of patients.

Concurrent with this shift of emphasis was a broadening

of the goals of bibliotherapy. As part of institutional pro-

grams, bibliotherapy was used to treat emotional problems.

As bibliotherapy came to be seen as appropriate in education-

al settings, professionals began to think in terms of its

use as a preventative for emotional problems.

Currently, there are several issues of interest to

those in the field of bibliotherapy. A major concern is

still the lack of scientific research available concerning

the effects of bibliotherapy. An equally important concern

is the difficulty of determining when bibliotherapy is an

appropriate counseling modality. Other topiCS of interest

include the methods used by individual bibliotherapists, and

the objectives of the process.

1
S J. T. Sandefur and Jeanette Bigge, An Exploratory

tudy of the Effects of Bibliotherapy on the Behavioral Pat
terns of Adolescents (ERTInC~E~D~O~O~3~.-r6~7~7~)-.-------------------------

Bibl" 2~h ,M. Whipple, "The Effect of Short-term Classroom
Refo~o t erapy on the, Personality and Academic Achievement: of

rna ory Inmate Students," Diss., Univ. of Oklahoma, 1968.

m
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Theoretical Foundations

There is universal agreement among bibl iotherapi sts

that bi b I iotherapy is a p s ychodynamic proces s . Moreover,

"the psychological dynamics involved in the aesthetic exper

ience of reading parallel the fundamental phases of counsel-

. ,,1Lng....

sis, and insight, and they are the theoretical cornerstones

of bibliotherapy.

In terms of bibliotherapy, identification refers to the

feeling of affinity that readers experience for the charac-

t e r s in their reading. The reader perceives the character

to be like himself or herself in some important way. The

reader feels a deep understanding of the character I s emotions

and motivations and is able to empathize with the characters I

problems. Identification is primarily an affective process

rather than an intellectual acknowledgement of the similar

ities between the reader and character, although both ele

ments are present when there is a strong identification be

tween the two. Characters have the potential to become role

models for readers who feel especially strong affinity for

them.

Catharsis refers to a release of emotion as a result of

having identified wi th a charac ter to the poi nt that the

character' d . bs e s c r i ed feelings are felt by the reader as his

---------
1Zaccaria and Moses, p. 16.

-
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or her own.

plot of a book or story, and it usually involves feelings of

conflict or feelings of relief at having resolved c onf Lf.c t ,

The more deeply the reader identifies with a character, the

more likely the reader is to experience catharsis.

is a purely affective response to literature.

Insight refers to understandings about being human tha t;

are gained through reading. Insight has an affective quality

about it, but it primarily involves an Lnt e Ll.e c t ua L aware-

ness of the principles of human behavior. Insight comes to

the reader after he or she has identified wi th a charac t.e r ,

processed feelings as the plot develops, and made 0 bserva-

tions about how the reading applies to his or her own Ld f e .

Insight can al so be thought of a s a proces s through whi ch

the reader observes specific human behavior through plot ac-

t i ori , becomes able to generalize the specifics to discover

principles of human motivation, and then becomes more aware

of personal motivations and feelings.

The psychodynamically oriented counselor would agree

that identification, catharsis, and insight are stages in the

counseling process. The client often identifies with the

counselor, and the greater the client-perceived similarities

between cl ient and I h h h fc ouns o or ,te greater te c ance . or com-

munication. Client identification with the counselor also

fosters a Condl"tl"on hw ereby the counselor can become a r o l e

model [or the cll"ent. f-Identification as theirst phase ot

-
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the counseling process is very similar to identification in

the bibliotherapeutic process; the first is between client

and counselor, the second is between client and character.

As good communication is established between client and

counselor, the client discusses personal life situations,

and catharsis may occur. The psychodynamically oriented

counselor sees this as a productive process which allows the

client freedom to be expressive and to communicate feelings

which may have been held within, causing problems for the

client. Catharsis involves a release of tension which then

allows the client to plan a course of action unhampered by

pressure from unresolved feelings. This process is very

similar to the catharsis which can occur during bibliotherapy.

In counseling, the client is reacting directly to personal

events and feelings; in bibliotherapy, the client is reacting

to plot events, which can lead to a catharsis of pe r s o na L

feeling depending upon how closely the c L'i.e nr; has identified

with a character and how closely the plot action has paralled

personal experience.

The third phase of the counseling process involves in

sight, or the putting together of what was learned as a re

sult of catharsis. It is a summarizing of the counseling

experience and an attempt to put the understandings gained

to use. The psychodynamically oriented counselor sees this

phase as the Lrn icu-mlnation of the previous two phases. The

bibliotherapist also sees. the insight phase as the goal of

-
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discussing characters and their feelings and motivations.

I• r during this phase that the client tries to apply under-t 15 .

standings to his or her own life situation.

In addition to describing the bibliotherapeutic proces s

in terms of identification, catharsis, and insight, biblio

theorists have described several broad goal s for bibl iother

spy . These goals can be summarized as having to do with

three areas: personal development of the individual, socia I

development of the individual, and problem solving capabil

ities of the individual.

Bibliotheorists think of personal development of the

individual in terms of the inner development of the person-

ality. This would include the development of desirable per-

sonality traits as well as the development of a personal

understanding of one I s own emotions and motivations.

Twyeffort feels that bibliotherapy should help clients

to develop this type of understanding of themselves, and

that clients may then be able to see how their personalities

may be involved in thei r problem. 1 Bibl i otheori s t s general

ly agree that individuals feel a need to understand them

selves, and that literature can be a tool for gaining this

understanding through vicarious learning.

It is also generally felt among bibliotheorists that

the i dent i f i ,llcatlon of the client with a character causes the

-

lZaccaria and Moses , p , 9.
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t.h i n k more deeply about the similarities betweenclient to

them, and that this helps the client, with the guidance of

the bibliotherapist, to explore his or her own personality.

Bibliotheorists feel that characters can act as role models

for clients, and clients can study specific persona1ity

traits of characters. With the help of the bibliotherapist,

the client can practice chosen personality traits and perhaps

incorporate them into his or her own personality.

Bibliotheorists think of social deve lopment of the in-

dividual as having to do with the outward movement of the

person toward others, rather than an inner understanding of

himself or herself, although inner understanding does faciL-

itate socialization.

Menninger believes that literature encourages the in

dividual to "invest in interests outside of himself ~!ll and

other theorists agree. Rosenblatt feels that bibliotherapy

should help individuals to become sensiti ve to the feelings

of others, 2 and many bibliotheorists note that bibl iotherapy

should help clients to understand human motivations better.

Using bibliotherapy to develop problem solving capabi1

i t I e s involves preparing the client to think in terms of

problems. Bryan states that bibliotherapy should help the

lW'll' . .r i i i am C. tv1ennlnger, "Bibliotherapy," Bulletin of the
-_---:.d~=__C.::.:.:.l.:.i..n:.:_=i_::c, Novembe r' . 1, 1 9 3 7, p . 4.

D. A 2t· M. Rosenblatt, Literature as Exploration (New York:
ppeton-Century Company, 1938), pp. 265-328.

-
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reader see that he or she is not the first to face a particu

lar problem, and that there are various ways to approach

problems and solve them. She al so places importance on help

ing the client discover the motivations of the characters

involved in the problem situation. 1 It is generally agreed

that bibliotherapists should hel p clients analyze and under

stand the problem solving proces ses in the books they read.

Research Foundations

During the past twenty years, researchers in the field

of bi iotherapy have attempted to investigate its effects

by using the experimental research design rather than the

case study approach. Researcher s have found the experimental

study difficult to design due to problems in accurately mea-

suring and quanti fying affective data, as well as probl.ems

in isolating the effects of bibliotherapy from the effects

of the environmental experiences that sub jects are exposed

to during the course of an experiment.

In s pi te of this, much of the curren t experimenta 1 re

search has been designed to measure attitude change, especi

ally in terms of subjects I changes in attitude toward racial

or ethnic minorities. 1\ s econd <irea of currenL re s e a r ch

conce rn is in the effe,: s of bibliotherapy on personal evel-

se two areas of current r e s e a rch i nte1'-e s t

-

------ ----------------------
ing",ltt i c e I. ,Bryan, "Personality Adjustment Through Read-

-----__j :~=__Io::::..-::::u::r__--'--'n~a~~-i_ ' t 1 5 ~ I 9 39, P p . 5 7 3 - 7 6 .
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and to two of the broad goals of bibliotherapy: percorresp

sonal and social development of the indi v i.dua L . The follow-

ing four studies are representative of the research currently

being done in these two areas.

In 1972, B. J. Zucaro used a pretest-posttest experimen

tal design to measure attitude change of suburban sixth

graders toward Blacks as a resul t of reading. Two experi

mental groups read novels with Black themes. The first

group did not discuss the novel s ; the second group did dis

cuss them. The control group did reading unrelated to bib-

liotherapy or Black themes. By using an attitude change

scale, Zucaro found that the attitudes toward Blacks of

students who read and discussed books wi th Black themes im-

proved during the course of the experiment. The group who

read books with Black themes but did not discuss them also

showed improved attitudes toward Blacks, but to ales ser de-

gree than the first group. The control group r S att Ltudes

varied during the course of the experiment. 1

In the same year, L. N. Burt designed a study to deter

mine whether a group book discussion format could be effect

tive in improving the attitudes of adult inmates in a male

and in a female correctional institution. Subjects were

1
G dB. J. Zucaro, "The Use of Bi bl iotherapy Among Sixth
D~a ,ers to Affect Attitude Change Toward American Negroes, II

SS., Temple Univ., pp. 1-134.

m
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divided into experimental and control groups. The experi

mental groupS met weekly, and they read and d L scussed the

. b k The control g.roups did not read or discus s .,same SlXOO S.

but they met to take reading interest surveys. A posttest

was given to all groups, and Burt concludes that bibliotherapy

may be helpful in improving inmate attitudes relating to be

havior. 1

In 1966, F. L. Shirley used a modified critica1 inci-

dent technique to collect data from tenth, eleventh., and

twelfth grade students concerning the ways in which they

felt their attitudes and behavior were influenced by written

material. Shirley found that self-image and philosophy of

life were most frequently ident ified by students as being

areas in which reading had influenced them. Shirley con-

eludes that personal development through reading is a major

purpose of reading instruction. 2

In 1969, M. H. Appleberry conducted a study among third

graders in which all children were pretested and post tested

with the California Test of Personality. The experimental

groups read stories from a selected group of bibliotherapeutic

~L. N',Burt, "Bibliotherapy: Effect of Group Reading
and ~lSCusslon on Attitudes of Adult Inmates in Two Correc
Instltutes," Diss., Univ. of ~'I]isconsin, 1972, pp . 1-223.

2F. 1. Shirley, "The Influence of Reading on the Con-
cepts Att"· d .. -T If \ t t u e s , and Behavior of Tenth, Eleventh, and
p;~ 1=23~~ade Students," D'i s s . , Univ. of Arizona, 1966,

•
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books, while the control group read books that were not a

part of the experimental group's 1 i st. The chi Idren kept

lists of what they had read, and they identified the books

that had helped them solve a personal problem. Appleberry

found that, on nine of the twelve subtest s of the Cal ifornia

Test of Personality, the experimental group scores were sig-

nificantly higher than the control group scores. She con-

eludes that bibliotherapy is helpful in the normal class-

room. 1

Although Appleberry touches on the problem solving pos-

sibilities of bibliotherapy in her study, there is an ab-

sence of research dealing with the experimental investiga-

t i on of the effectiveness of bibliotherapy in teaching pro-

blem solving skills. Since bibliotheorists recognize pro

blem solving as a potential goal of bibliotherapy, it would

seem important to explore this area, using a scientific re-

search design in order to add to the body of experimental

knowledge in the field of bibliotherapy.

--------
the 1M. H. Appleberry, "A Study of the Effect of Biblio
':: erapy on Third Grade Children UsLng a Master List of Titles
t r om Children's Literature," Diss.,Univ. of Houston, 1969,
pp. 1-176 .

•



Chapter 3

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Research Design

The pretest-posttest control group design was used in

this study. An experimental group of ten subjects received

bibliotherapeutic treatment, and a control group of ten sub-

jects did not receive bibliotherapeutic treatment. A pre-

test and a postttest designed by the researcher was adminis

tered to each subject in each group.

Popula tion

This study took place at Mitchellville Training School,

a state residential treatment center for female adolescents

aged twelve to eighteen, who have been adjudicated to be de-

linquent. The school is located at l'viitchellville, Iowa and

is operated under the supervision of the Iowa Department of

Social Services.

Sociological profiles reveal that the typical resident

at the Training School has a history of problem behavior in

cluding truancy, running away from home, school difficulties,

interpersonal problems, and family conflicts. The typical

resident has been seen by the juvenile court system five to

ten times before ing adjudicated to be delinquent and has

tr

experienced ~t I . _. fO
. - Cl .. edst-lve separate placements in foster

homes and group homes prior to ing committed to the

38
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.. g Sch001 An adjudication of delinquency and cornmit-TraLnln· .

ment to the institution is based on the adolescent's viola-

tion of municipal, state and/or federal law.

~ample

A sample of this population was used in thi s study.

Subjects included in this sample met the follOWing criteria:

1) The subjects had no prior experience with biblio-

therapy, as determined from answers they gave to a question-

naire.

2) The subjects had a reading level of sixth grade or

above, as measured by the California Test of Adul t Basic

Education.

It was important that the experimental subjects not

have had prior experience wi th bib Liotherapy in order to

eliminate the possibility that change in the experimental

subjects' problem solving abilities could be attributed to

recall of previous learning. Since this was an important

consideration for the experimental sub ject s , it was a1 so a

criterion for the control subjects.

It was also necessary that the subjects in this study

have a reading level of sixth grade or above in order tha t

they be able to read the young adult fiction on the Book

List. A more detailed description of the subjects can be

found in the Appendix .
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selection of Subjects

The subjects were selected from students enrolling in

reading class at Mitchellville Training School from November,

1981 to January, 1982. Enrollment in the reading class was

on a continuing basis since students could sign up for the

class at any time, complete the requirements at their own

pace, and transfer when they had earned the requi red credi t .

Each newly enrolled reading student was asked to respond

to a questionnaire to determine if she had had prior experi

ence with bibliotherapy. At this time, the researcher

checked the students' school records to ascertain whether the

students I reading levels were sixth grade or above as mea-

sured by the California Test of Adult Basic Education, which

was administered to every student upon entering the Training

School. Students who met both criteria for inclusion in the

study were ass igned to ei ther the experimental group or the

control group. The firs t student e I igi bl e for the study was

assigned control status; the second student eligible for the

study was assigned experimental status. Assignment continued

•

on an alternating basis until the data was gathered for ten

control subjects and ten experimental sub jects.

Instrumentation

Several instruments were developed by the researcher

for this study: h. te Bibliotherapy Questionnaire, the pre-

test-posttest called the Picture AnalysiS form, the Book
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List, the Evaluator Rating Scales, and the Evaluator Rating

Form. Copies of each of these can be found in the Appendix.

The Bibliotherapy Questionnaire consisted of two ques

tions which determined if students had had prior experience

with bibliotherapy in the classroom or in a counseling

setting. Negative answers to both questions were required

for inclusion in the study. The two ques tions were simple

and direct, and it was assumed that students answered them

accurately.

The pretest-posttest consisted of a photograph-like

picture of a group of people, and four questions about the

picture. The four questions corresponded to the four spe-

eiEie problem solving skills under study. The picture chosen

for the pretest-posttest was selected because it depicted

adults and adolescents of both sexes, and because there were

suggestions of conflict in the picture. A letter, briefcase,

-

newspaper, and telephone were elements that could have sug

gested problems to the subjects who viewed the picture. The

body posi t Loris and facial express ions of the people in the

picture were al so elements that could have sugge s ted confl i ct.

However, the picture was not so definitive as to prevent the

subjects from using imagination to analyze the picture situ

ation.

The rationale for. using a picture to measure problem

SolVing skills is based on the assumption that problem solv

ing re .
qu~res the use of imagination to break problems into
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parts and to formulate solutions. In order to answer ques

tions about this particular picture, the subjects first

brought imagination to the process and then demonstrated the

specific analytical skills associated with problem solving.

This procedure parallels real-life problem solving procedure,

and so the use of a picture to measure problem solving a bi 1

Hy would seem an appropriate method of assessment.

The pretest-posttest was in written format and required

written responses from the subjects. In the form given to

the subjects, it was called "Picture Analysis" in order to

avoid the suggestion that it was a test with right and wrong

answers. By avoiding this, it was hoped that the subjects

woul.d respond hones tly and completely to the pic ture.

The Picture Analysis pretest-posttest was examined for

content validity by four professionals: an Area Education

-

Agency psychologis t special izing in tes ti ng, an Area Educa

tion Agency consul tant who holds a mas ter I s degree in counsel

ing, a secondary literature teacher wi th a mas ter I s degree

in Li terature, and a secondary guidance counselor who ha s an

interest in bibliotherapy. These experts were asked to in

diVidually examine the pretest-posttest questions. Then

they were asked to make a statement describing the type of

information that would be elicited bv the questions from a

subject who was answering the questions while looking at the

pretest-posttest picture.

All of these experts agreed that the first question
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would elicit information concerning the identification of a

problem; that the second question would elicit information

concerning the feelings of the people in the picture; that

the third question would elicit information about the motiva

tions of the people in the picture; and that the fourth

question would elicit information about the resolution of a

problem.

Based on these judgments, this group of examiners

judged the content of the Picture Analysis pretest-posttest

to be valid for obtaining the type of information required

by this study: the pretest-posttest was judged to be an ef-

fective means of eliciting appropriate information from the

subjects involved in the study.

In addition, the pretest-posttest was subjected to the

Dale-Chall readability formula, and it was determined that

the test was written at a fifth to sixth grade reading level.

In order for a subject to qualify for the study, her reading

level had to be above sixth grade. Therefore, all subjects

were theoretically able to read the pretest-posttest.

The Book List was developed in order to give structure

to the individual bibliotherapy programs and to make the

programs as similar as possible while allowing for individual

reading differences such as interest and reading speed. Each

subject chose books from this list and read as many as pos

sible i t.h i
Wl In the four week experimental time frame.

Each book included on the Book List met these criteria:

-
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1) The book was fiction.

2) The main characters in the book were adolescents.

3) The characters used imagination and a logical

thinking process to solve a problem.

4) The problem in the book was resolved in a positive

manner. Illegal activity or immoral action was not used to

solve the problem.

S) The problem in the book and the solution of the pro-

blem were realistic and were of interest to insti tutional ized

female delinquents.

6) The book was available from the institutional

library.

In order to identify books that met these criteria, the

researcher consul ted the ins t i tutional librarian. Together,

they identified 128 fictional books in the institutional

library in which the main characters were adolescents who

were struggling with a problem.

In order to judge whether the problems in these books

were of interest to institutionalized female juvenile delin-

in

Results of this poll are included in the Appendix.

The five problems most frequently mentioned (getting

trouble r . . ., Unn1ng away, drugs, d1vorce, alcoho11srnl were

jUdged by the researcher to be problems of interest to

quent s , the researcher conducted a poll of all clients at

Mitchellville Training School. The forty-eight clients were

asked to write down five problems that were important to

them.

-
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"tut' ; onalized female delinquents, and these topics werelnstl .L

used as the basis for choosing books from the 128 previous-

ly identified fictional books. Of this number, 23 books

addressed one or more of the five most frequently men-

tioned problems.

The researcher then skimmed the 23 books in order to

determine which books met the third and fourth criteria for

inclusion on the Book List. At that time, the researcher

also made a judgment as to whether the solutions of the

books' problems were realistic. The researcher's judgments

were based on nine years of experience as a literature

teacher.

The titles of the 21 books left which met all of the

criteria established for inclusion on the Book List were

placed in a container, and ten titles were drawn. Those ten

books were placed on the Book List. is list, with a brief

-

description of each book, can be found in the Appendix.

The Evaluator Rating Scales were developed to provide a

uniform means of rating the subjects' responses to the pre

test-posttest. The rating scales were based on the assump

tion that the quality of subjects' problem solving skills

can be measured in terms of the specifici ty of their respons

es to the picture and the number of picture characters they

discuss' l' th ', i.n , elr responses. In effect, each subject I s re

sponses were measured by the completeness of the response

rather than by a subjective rating of the content of the
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response.

Subjects' responses were rated separately on scales Cor-

responding to the particular problem solving skills the re

sponse was expected to demonstrate. Ratings were from one

to five. A score of "one" on any scale meant tha t the sub

ject did not demonstrate that particular problem solving

skill. A score of "five" on any scale indicated that the

subject demonstrated a particular skill in terms of all the

characters in the picture.

The Evaluator Rating Form was developed to provide an

organized means for the evaluators to rate each subject I s

responses to the pretest-posttest. The form also allowed

for coding of subjects I responses so that the evaluators did

not know which responses were from experimental sub jects and

which responses were from control subjects. Evaluators were

-

also unable to tell which responses were pretest responses

and which responses were posttest responses.

Pretest and Posttest Phases

The pretest picture was presented to each subject on

the first day of her reading class. Each subject was then

asked to respond in writing to four questions about the pic

ture. The four questions corresponded to the four problem

solving skills under study: identification of the problem,

analysis of emotional content, analysis of motivation, and

formulation of solutions. Each pretest was assigned a code

identif' ti. lea lon of three parts:
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1) the letter ~ or§., depending upon whether the sub

ject had control status or experimental status;

2) the number of the subject, indicating the order in

which the subject entered the study;

3) the letter 1:., a code letter assigned to the pretest.

For example, a test with the code identif ication C3A would

be the responses that the third control subject wrote to the

pretest.

The posttest picture was presented t.o the subjects ex-

actly four weeks after the pretest was gi ven. Each sub jec t

was again asked to respond in writing to the same four ques-

tions that were asked on the pretest. Each posttest was as-

signed a code identification consisting of three parts which

would allow the pretests and posttests of each subject to be

paired. The code identification again consisted of the

letter C or ~, the number of the subject, and the let ter B..,

a code letter assigned to the posttest. For example, a tes t

with the code identification C3B would be the responses the

third control subject wrote to the po s r t.e s t; •

Treatment Phase

Each experimental subject received a bibliotherapeutic

program lasting four weeks. During that time, each experi-

mental subject read as many books as possible, which the

subject chose from t·he Book L" t1- S •

each book read with· th he researe er.

These

The

subjects discussed

book discussions

•

focused on the four specific problem solVing ski L'l s :
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identification of the book characters' problems, analysis of

the book characters' feelings, analysis of the book charac

ters I motivations, and analysis of the process used by the

book characters to formulate solutions to their problems.

The format used for the book discussions can be found in the

Appendix.

Each book discussion lasted approximately twenty mi-

nute s , As bibliotherapist, the researcher encouraged each

subject to analyze the books in terms of her personal needs

and the understandings that she could bri ng to the book.

However, the bibliotherapist also pointed out f auL ty thinking

on the part of the subject, such as misidentification of the

problems in the book, misunderstanding of the characters'

emotions or motivations, and lack of understanding of how

the book characters went about solving their p r-o b Le ms . The

subjects were encouraged to share their insights and opinions

about the books, and the bibliotherapist took an active part

in the discussions by pointing out the problem sol ving as~

pects of the books. The book discussions were held privatel

in a quiet part of the reading classroom, and each subject

earned reading credi t for the books read. Experimental sub

jects received a reading grade based on the number of books

discussed with the bibliotherapist.

Each control sub ject al so read books from the Book Li s t

for reading credit, but these subjects did not discuss their

reading . th hWl • t e bibliotherapist.
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short plot summary for each book read and received no wri tten

or verbal feedback on what they had written. The control

subjects received a reading grade based on the number of p Lo t;

summaries written, and each control subject was given four

weeks in which to read as many books as possible from the

Book List.

Both control and experimenta 1 sub jec ts rece i ved a grade

of C for reading four books, a grade of B for reading six

books, and a grade of !2. for reading 8 books. Extra free

class time was earned by subjects who read more than eight

books. This time could be used for visiting with other

teachers during their preparation periods, or for thinking

time during reading class. Each additional book entitled

the reader to thirty minutes free time.

Evaluation of Pretests and Posttests

The pretests and posttests were assigned randomly chosen

pairs of code letters. The resea rcher compi led a lis t of

the code letters assigned to each test. These code letters

•

\-Jere used in a random drawing to divide the forty tests into

five groups. The five groups of tests were then randomly

distributed among five psychologists at the Woodward State

H . 1Osplta -School at Woodv,lard, Iowa, for their evaluation.

Prior to rating the pretests and posttests, the psycho

logists were individually trained by the researcher in the

use of the Evaluator Rating Scales. This training consisted
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First, the researcher showed each psycholo-

picture.

sample set of answers to be rated. Third, the researcher

read the Evaluator Rating Scales aloud. Fourth, the re-

of five steps.

gist the picture and explained that the statements he or she

would rate were in response to ques tions asked abou t the

Second, the researcher showed each psychologist a

searcher pointed out that the statements to be rated were to

be rated according to the specific criteria on the Evaluator

Rating Scale. Fifth, the psychologists were asked to rate

the sample set of answers.

The sample set of answers was wri t ten by the researcher

and rated by the researcher. In order to be included in the

study as an evaluator, each psychologist must have agreed

with the researcher's rating of the sample set of answers at

least 80'/0 of the time. The sample set of answers can be

found in the Appendix.

After having qualified to be an evaluator, each psycho

logist evaluated eight tests by rating each subject I s problem

solving abilities on four scales as previously described.

In addition to the eight different tests, all of the psycho

logists evaluated two tests prepared by the researcher in

order to check reliability among the psychologists. These

researcher~prepared tests can be found in the Appendix.

The researcher-prepared tests were placed in varied

positions among the subjects' tests. e pOSitions we r e as-

signed by random drawing. The numbers one thrOl,Jgh Len were
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container, and five numbers were drawn for Testplaced in a

The first number drawn was designated the position num1.

ber for Test 1 for Evaluator 1. The second number drawn was

designated the position number for Test 1 for Eval uator 2,

and so on. The five numbers were returned to the conr.a t.ne r ,

and the process was repeated for Test 2. If the same number

was drawn for Test 1 and Test 2, it was returned t.o the con-

t a i.ne r and another number was drawn. The re searcher-prepared

tests were given the code letters "CHI' (Test 1) and "JH"

(Test 2).

Data Analysis

Pretest to posttest gain scores were computed, and the

mean gain scores of the control sub jects and the experiment.al

subjects were compared using the independent samples t test. 1

This test was used to compare the overall gain scores be-

tween the two groups, and also to compare the gain scores of

each specific problem solving skill.

The following hypotheses were t e s t e d , using this proce

dure. For each comparison, the null hypothesis was rejected

if the probability of the difference being obtained by chance

was less than .05.

The basic hypothesis was that bibliotherapy would sig

nificantly improve the problem solving skills of female

i sis. ~-J. Huck, W. H. Cormier, and W. G. Bounds, Jr., Rea9-.
. ng tatistics and Research (New York: Harper and Row,
m4T;p-:-~

*
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juvenile delinquents. A null hypothesis stated that, for

the four specific problem solving skills, there would be no

significant difference between the mean gain score of the

control group and the mean gain score of the experimental

group. An alternative hypothesis stated that the mean gain

score of the experimental group would be significantly

greater than the mean gain score of the control group.

Gain scores were calculated and a mean gain score for

each group was found. These were compared, using the i nde-

pendent samples t test: Xl - X2, the ration of the
t

difference between the means divided by the standard error

of the difference. The null hypothesis was rejected at the

.05 level of confidence if t was equal to or greater than

1. 734.

The same procedure was used to test the null and alter-

native hypotheses for each of the four specific problem

solving skills in order to determine which problem solving

skills showed the most improvement: identification of prob-

lem, analysis of emotional content, analysis of motivation,

and formulation of solution.

Tables displaying this information are presented in the

lowing chapter.



Chapter 4

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

There were twenty subjects involved in this study: ten

control subjects who read books from the Book List and wrote

plot summaries of what they had read, and ten experimental

subjects who read books from the Book List and discussed

them with the bibliotherapist, who followed a structured

book discussion format. A pretest and a posttest were given

to each subject to determine if the subject had improved in

the problem solving skills of identification of problem,

rated by evaluators, and gain scores were compiled for all

analysis of emotional content, analysis of motivation, and

formulation of solutions. These pretests and posttests were

the scales combined and for each separate scale. Tables 1

-

and 2 present summaries of this data.

The independent samples t test was used to determine

whether there was a significant difference between the mean

gain scores of the experimental group and the mean gai n

SCores of the control group. For each hypothesis, t needed

to be equal to or greater than 1.734 in order that the null

hypotheses be rejected. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 present

this information.

The first null hypothesis stated that, for the four

Specific problem solving skills combined, the mean gain score

of the experimental group receiving bibliotherapy would

53
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Table 1

Summary of Experimental Data

Pretest (A) Posttest ( B) Gain Score (GS)

- =- Combined Scalesubject Scale Scale Scale
Scale I II III IV

E1A 13 3 5 3 2

EIB 18 5 5 4 4

GS 5 2 0 1 2

E2A 15 4 4 2 5

E2B 17 4 4 4 5

GS 2 0 0 2 0

E3A 8 2 2 2 2

E3B 12 5 3 2 2

GS 4 3 1 0 0
~:~,::1)

E4A 20 5 5 5 5
E4B 20 5 5 5 5
GS 0 0 0 0 0

ESA 12 3 3 3 3
ESB 20 5 5 5 5
GS 8 2 2 2 2

E6A 14 3 4 3 4
E6B 18 5 5 5 3
GS 4 2 1 2 -1

E7A 15 5 4 3 3
E7B 18 5 4 4 5
GS 3 0 0 1 2

E8A 16 5 3 4 4
E8B 18 4 5 4 5
GS 2 -1 2 0 1

E9A 5 1 2 1 1
E9B 9 3 2 2 2
GS 4 2 0 1 1

EI0A 6 2 2 1 1
EI0B 8 3 2 1 2
GS 2 1 0 0 1

Total GS 34 11 6 9 8
Mean GS 3.4 1 . 1 .6 .9 . 8
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Table 2

Summary of Control Data

Pretest (A) Posttest (B) Gain Score (GS)

~
::::

subject Combined Scale Scale Scale Scale
Scale I II III IV

CIA 12 2 4 2 4

CIB 13 3 4 2 4

GS 1 1 0 a a

G2A 4 1 1 1 1

G2B 8 2 3 1 2

GS 4 1 2 a 1

C3A 15 4 4 2 5
C3B 16 4 5 2 5
GS 1 0 1 a a

C4A 14 5 4 3 2
C4B 16 4 4 4 4
GS 2 -1 0 1 2

:l<J

CsA 12 2 5 3 2
CsB 12 2 5 3 2
GS 0 0 0 a a

C6A 14 3 4 3 4
C6B 15 3 4 3 5
GS 1 0 a a 1

C7A 13 3 5 2 3
C7B 15 3 5 4 3 ,p'

es 2 0 0 2 0

G8A 6 2 2 1 1
G8B 7 2 2 1 2
GS 1 0 0 a 1

C9A 9 2 3 2 2
C9B 10 2 4 2 2
GS 1 0 1 0 0

C10A 6 1 2 2 1
C10B 6 1 2 2 1
es 0 0 0 0 0

----------

Total GS 13 1 4 3 5
Mean GS 1.3 . 1 .4 . 3 .5
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not significantly exceed the mean gain score of the control

H . E :=: C Since the t value wa s 2.69··9, t.hLsgroUP: O' mgs mg s ' .L

null hypothesis was rejected.

Table 3

Experimental and Control Group Gain Scores
for All Scales Combined

Subject Experimental
Gain Scores

Xl

Control
Gain Scores

X2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

2

4

o
8

4

3

2

4

4

1

4

1

2

o
1

2

1

1

1

t=2.699

2.56

1.96

.36

11.56

21.16

.36

.16

1.96

.36

.36

.09

7.29

.09

.49

1.69

.09

.49

.09

.09

.09

Experimental Mean Gain Score 3.4
Control Mean Gain Score 1.3

Sum of (X 1-'l1)2

Sum of (X2-'R2)2

42.4

12.1

The second null hypothesis stated that, for Skill 1

Identification of Problem, the mean gEl i n score of the exper

imental group receiving bibliotherapy would not significantly

exceed the mean gain score of the control grOUp:



Since the t value was 2.249,E - C •HO: mg s - mgs

pothesis was rejected.

Table 4
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thi s nu:ll hy-

Experimental and Control Group Gain Scores
for Skill I

Identification of Problem

Subject Experimental
Gain Scores

Xl

Control
Gain Scores

X2

1 2 1 .81 · 81

2 0 1 1.21 · 81

3 3 0 3.61 · 01

4 0 -1 1.21 1 · 21

5 2 0 .81 · 01

6 2 0 .81 · 01

7 0 0 1.21 · 01

8 -1 0 4.41 · 01

9 2 0 .81 · 01

10 1 0 .01 · 01

t=2.249

Experimental Mean Gain Score
Control Mean Gain Score

1 . 1
.1

Sum of

Sum of

14.9

2.9

The third null hypothesis stated that, for Skill 11

Analysis of Emotional Content, the mean gain score of the

experimental group receiving bibliotherapy would not signifi

cantly exceed the mean gain score of the control group:



. C Since the t value was .577, this null hypo-HO: f'>mgs o:c. rngs '

thesis was retained. Therefore, the gains of the group re-

ceiving bibliotherapy did not exceed those of the c on r. r o l

group,

Table 5

Experimental and Control Group Gain Scores
for Skill 11

Analysis of Emotional Content

Subject Experimental Control (Xl-Xl ) 2 (X2-}{2)2
Gain Scores Gain Scores

Xl X2

1 0 0 .36 · 16

2 0 2 . 36 2 . 56

3 I 1 .16 · 36

4 0 0 .36 · 16

5 2 0 1.96 · 16

6 1 0 .16 · 16

7 0 0 .36 · 16

8 2 0 1.96 · 16

9 0 1 .36 · 36

10 0 0 .36 · 16

t=.577

Experimental Mean Gain Score
Control Mean Gain Score

Sum of (X1-Xl)2

of (X2-X2)2

. 6

.4

6.4

4.4

---

The fourth null hypothesis stated that, for Skill 111-

Analysis of Motivation, the mean gain score of the e e r Lrnc n t a l



receiving bibliotherapy would not s igni f icantly exceedgrOUP

the mean gain score of the control group: HO : Emg s =C mg s '

Since the t value was 1.717, this null hypothesis was re

tained. Therefore, the gains of the group receiving biblio

therapy did not exceed those of the control group.

Table 6

Experimental and Control Group Gain Score
for Skill III

Analysis of Motivation

Subject Experimental
Gain Scores

Xl

Control
Gain Scores

X2

1 1 0 .01 · 09

2 2 0 1.21 .09

3 0 0 .81 .09

4 0 1 .81 .49

5 2 0 1. 21 · 09

6 2 0 1.21 .09

7 1 2 .01 2 · 89

8 0 0 .81 .09

9 1 0 .01 .09

10 0 0 .81 .09

t=1.717

---

Experimental Mean Gain Score
Cont rolHean Gain Score

Sum of (X1-X 1)2
Sum of (X2- X2)2

.9

. 3

6.89

4.10
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The fifth null hypothesis stated that, for Skill IV-

Formulation of Solution, the mean gain score o f the experi

mental group receiving bibliotherapy would not significantly

exceed the mean ga in score of the control group:

Since the t value was .759, this null hypothesi s was retained.

Therefore, the gains of the group receiving bibliotherapy

did not exceed those of the control group.

Table 7

Experimental and Control Group Gain Scores
for Skill IV

Formulation of Solution

Subject Experimental
Gain Scores

Xl

Control
Gain Scores

X2

1 2 0 1 .44 .25

2 0 1 .64 .25

3 0 0 .64 .25

4 0 2 .64 2.25

5 2 0 1.44 .25

6 -1 1 3.24 .25
7 2 0 1 .44 .25
8 1 1 .04 .25
9 1 0 .04 .25

10 1 0 .04 .25
--~----

t .759
--
Experimental Mean Gain Score . 8
Control tv1ean Gain Score • 5

Sum of (Xl-X1 ) 2 9.6

Sum of (X2-J.:'2)2 4. 5
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Data was also collected concerning the number of books

read by each subject. There was no significant difference

the number of books read by the exp.. erimen.tal subbetween

jects and the number of books read by the control subjects.

The following tables present this information and compare

the number of books read by each subject with the subject's

gain score.

Table 8

Number of Books Read Per Sub jec t Matched Wi t h
Subject's Gain Scores on All Scales Combined

Experimental Group

Subject

E1

E5

E9

E3

E2

£6

E4

£7

E8

E10

-~-----

Total

Mean

Number of Books
Read

8

8

7

6

5

5

4

4

4

4

S5

5.5

Gain Score

5

8

4

4

2

4

o
3

2

2

34

3.4
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Table 9

Number of Books Read Per Sub jec t Matched Wi th
Subject's Gain Scores on All Scales Combined

Control Group

subject Number of Books Gain Score
Read

C3 8 1

C8 7 1

Cl0 6 0

C4 5 2

C5 5 0

C9 5 1

Cl 4 1

C2 4 4

C6 4 1

C7 4 2 ';~,

Total 52 13

Mean 5.2 1 .3

The Spearman Rho statistic was used to compare the num-

ber of books read by the experimental group w i, th the i r ga in

scores. A correlation of .8848 was obtained, a high posi-

tive correlation. The same statistic was used to compare

the number of books read by the control group with thei r

gain Scores. A correlation of -.3060 was obtained, a low

negative correlation.

There were two researcher-prepared tests arno n g the pre-

tests and posttests given to the evaluators for rating. The

purpose of these tests, designated Q!:! and ~, was to check

inter-evaluator reliability. Table 10 presents the ratings

that each '1' eva uator gave to these tests. Table 11 presents



the in t e r - r a t erreli a b iIi t Y rna t ric e s .

Table 10

Evaluator Ratings of a Common Response By Scale
1 (low) to 5 (high)

63

Test GH Test JH

Scales
Evaluator I I I III IV I II III IV

1 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 2

2 5 4 3 5 4 3 4 2

3 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 2

4 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 2

5 5 4 3 4 4 3 4 2



Table 11

Inter-rater Reliability Matrix
Test GH Spearman Rho

-
Evaluator 1 2 3 4

1 1. 00 .85 1.00 1.00

2 .85 1.00 .85 .85

3 1.00 .85 1. 00 1 .00

4 1.00 .85 1. 00 1 .00

5 1. 00 .85 1.00 1 .00

5

1.00

.85

1.00

1.00

1.00

Inter-rater Reliability Matrix
Test JH Spearman Rho

Eva1ua tor 1 2 3 4

1 1 .00 .85 85 . 85

2 .85 1 .00 1 .00 1 . 00

3 .85 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00
4 .85 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00
5 .85 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00

-----'~~-,.,----,-~..._._------,,_..,..,----~----

5

.85

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00



Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

summary

The purpose of this study was to determine whether bib~

liotherapy was an effective means of teaching problem solving

skills to female juvenile delinquents. The study focused on

[our specific problem solving skills: identification of pro-

bl em , analysis of emotional content, analysis of motivation,

and formulation of solution.

Twenty residents at Mitchellville Training School,

Mitchellville, Iowa, were involved in the study. Ten were

control subjects who read books from a Book Lis t; and wrote

plot s u mm a r i e S 0 f what the y had read . The other ten were

experimental subjects who read books from the same Book List

and discussed them with the bibliotherapist. The book d i s-

cussions followed a specific format and focused on the four

specific problem solving skills. Both groups of subjects

received reading credit based on the number of books they

read.

An expcrimenlc!--designed pretest and posttest were

g i ven t () C i) C h S Ll b j e c t to d e t e r min e whe the r sub j e c t s ' pro b I em

solving ski lis h<lcl improved during the Course of the four

week experiment. These pretests and posttests were evaluated

by psychologists (it WoodwClrd State Hospital-School. Woodward,

! OWl) 'I I .
" cn( g,lln scores were com p i led f 0 r iJ I I the sC<lles



bi d and for each separate scale.com lne

The independent samples t tes t was used to determine

whether there was a significant difference between the mean

group receiving bibliotherapyain scores of the experimentalg

and the mean gain scores of the control group. Data was

also collected concerning the number of books read by each

subject, and this was compared wit:.h each subject 1 s gain

score.

The independent samples t test revealed that the mean

gain score of the experimental group did significant:Ly ex

ceed the mean gain score of the control group for all the

scales combined and for Scale I-Identification of Problem.

The t test also revealed that the mean gain score of the ex-

perimental group did not significantly exceed the mean gain

score of the control group for Scale II and Scale IV, Analy-

sis of Emotional Content and Formulation of Solution. Al-

though the null hypothesis was also retained for Scale 111-

Analysis of Motivation, the t value was very close to the t

value needed for rejection of the null hypothesis, and so

the significance of the difference between mean gain scores

tor this skill is unc 1ear.

\4hen the number of books read per subject wa s compared

wi t h the gain score of each subject, it appeared that there

was a high, positive relationship between the number of books

read and the gain scores, but only for the experimental

group. The same data compa for the control group did not



shoW a relationship.

Conclusions
~

The following conclusions can be drawn from the data

1 ed in t his stud y :ana yz .

1. When all scales were c ornb i n e d , the subjects who had

received bibliotherapy demonstrated significant improvement

in problem solving skills.

2. The subjects who had received bibliotherapy showed

significant improvement in their ability to identify pro-

blems.

J. The subjects in this study did not demonstrate sig-

nificant improvement in their ability to analyze the emo-

t i ona l content of problem situations.

4. The subjects in this study did not demonstrate sig-

ni f i cant improvement in their ability to analyze the motiva-

tions of people involved in problem situations.

5. The subjects in this study did not demonstrate sig-

ni.I i canr improvement in their ability to formulate solutions

to prob l ems.

6. The number of books read by the subjects who re-

ceived bibliotherapy was not significantly greater than the

number of books read by the subjects who did not receive

bibliotherapy.

7. For the subjects who received b i b l iot herapy, there

was a high, positive relationship between thE:' number of



books read and the subject I s gain score: the more books

read by the subject and discussed with the bibliotherapist,

the greater the subject I s improvement in problem solving

skills.

DiscusS i 0!2---
Two aspects of the bibliotherapeutic process could ac-

count for the difference in scores between the experimental

and control groups. First, the book discussions forced the

experimental subjects to think both concretely and abstract-

l y . Practice in concrete thinking, such as identifying

characters and describing specific events, may have helped

subjects to become better able to identify concrete problems.

Practice in abstract thinking, such as explaining relation-

ships among the characters, may have helped subjects to be-

come better able to think about the emotions and motivations

of characters. Practice in these thinking processes may

have given the experimental sub jec ts an adva ntage in deve 1 op

ing the four problem solving skills.

Second, the bibliotherapist called attention to specific

tails in the books under discussion and focused the experi-

mental subjects I attention on problem oriented a speets of

the plots. This would cause the experimental subjects to

become more aware of how book characters h a nci Le d problems.

Each experimental subject practiced this four to eight times

du .
rIng the course of the experiment. The control subjects
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eJ..~ ved no direction or assistance in analyzing various as
re e

peets of the books they read. Any misperceptions or mis-

understandings about thei r readings were not corrected _ Be

cause their attention was not directed toward the problem

solving processes in the books they read ~ they apparently

did not attach special significance to how the characters

solved problems. They received no pract~ce in analyz~ng any

of the components of the problem solving process.

It seems likely that the experimental group showed sig-

nificant improvement in their ability to identify problems

because the greatest amount of book discussion t Lrne was used

to identify the problems in the books they read_ This was

the first task of the book discussion, s Lric e an accurate

understanding of the problem in the book was necessary before

the subject could begin to talk about the feelings, motiva-

t i ons , or solutions involved in the problem. Th~ s meant

that a greater percentage of time was spent on this task

than was spent on the other tasks, since the book discussions

were twenty minutes long and the bibliotherapist attempted

to stay within that time limit so that all exper~mental sub

jects received the same amount of bibliotherapy-

It is also likely that bibliotherapy helped the experi

mental subjects to identify problems on the posttest simply

putting these subjects in a problem-oriented frame of

mind. They had had practice in identifying problems and

were conditioned by four weeks of bibliot::herapy to search
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for problems. The control group had had no supervi s ed prac

tice in looking for problems and were not necessari 1 y in a

problem-oriented frame of mind when they took the pas t; test.

Several questions need to be answered before this in

formation can be applied in a practical way to counseling

programs for juvenile delinquents. It will be necessary to

know if the problem-oriented frame of mind lasts after bib

liotherapy is discontinued, and if this frame of mind trans-

fers to situations in the subject I s personal life. I s the

subject better able to identify personal problems as a re

sult of experiencing bibliotherapy?

Studies could be designed to answer these questions.

Replication studies that focused on the problem identifica

tion skill could determine if the problem-oriented frame of

mind lasts beyond the actual time of bibliotherapy by con-

dueting follow-up posttests at monthly intervals. A differ-

ent type of study could be designed to determine if the pro

blem identification skill learned during bibliotherapy is

use 1 to the subject in identifying personal problems. The

case study approach may have to be used to collect this in

forma t ion.

Insufficient book discussion time may have been one of

the reasons that improvement in the subjects' ability to

analyze the emotional content: of s itun t i o n s did not OCCiJr.

This was a less concrete task than the id e n r i f i c a t iori of pro

ems and may have been diffieul t for subjects wh o were not
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able to think abstractly. In addition, this skill may be

especially res is tant to improvement. The a bi 1 i ty to analyze

other's emotions accurately may be a skill that develops

slowly through childhood and adolescence, and it may be

closely tied to the thinking patterns and habits practiced

within families. If family relationships are confused and

unclear and feelings are not expressed, chi ldren may develop

confused or inaccurate ways of thinking about and understand

ing emotions. After years of practicing confused thi nking

patterns, children automatically interpret life situations

in terms of this pattern and see other's emotions in terms

of it, also. Such thinking patterns are very difficult to

change and would involve re-teaching a chi:ld about emotions.

Bibliotherapy, at least in a short term sense, apparently

does not provide enough practice at accurately analyzing

emotions and talking about them. Since disrupted and dis-

torted family relationships are not uncommon among children

who become delinquent, it is not surprising that the partici

pants in this study did not improve in their ability to

analyze emotional content.

It would be important to know whether subjects could

have improved in their ability to analyze the emotional con

tent of problem situations if bibliotherapy had been carried

out with emphasis on just that ski 11, over a longer period

time, using more books, and having longer book discus

Sions. A study could be d e s i e d to determine which of
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each

theSe factors might be important in helping subjects to im

prove their abili t y to analyze emotions through bi bl iother

Such a study might focus on just this skill and divideapy'

a larger sample among several experimental groups,

groUP testing one of the variables: longer period of time,

more books, longer book discussions. Improvement scores

could then be compa red. Another possible study might del in-

eare the role that bibliotherapy plays in improving the

ability to analyze emotion. This study could compare im-

provemenr scores of groups of subjects, one group having dis

cussed the emotions displayed by book characters, and another

group having discussed personal experiences in terms of the

emotional content.

Improvement may not have occurred in the subjects'

ability to analyze the motivations of characters because

this, too, is a less concrete skill that may require more

time to develop. This skill may be connected to the ability

to understand emotion, since motivation flows from feelings.

Since there was no significant improvement in the subjects'

lity to analyze feelings, no improvement in the subjects'

ability to analyze motivations is to be expected.

The book discussions themselves may have set a negative

tone for the development of this skill. The questions used

to analyze the motivations of characters often began with

the word "~']hy,n and this word seemed to make several of the

subjects uncomfortable. They exhibited avoidance behaviors:
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more body movement away from the bibliotherapist and less eye

contact. The ques t ions may have reminded them of the many

asked them to explain their own behavior andpeople who have

their inability to do so. The questions may also have given

the book discussions a negative, moralistic tone in the

sense that subjects may have felt that the bibliotherapist

was making a good-bad judgment about the actions of the

characters. This tone may have caused some subjects to tune

out the discussion and to offer as little as possible in

order to progress to the next question. The "why" question-

ing technique seemed, in general, to be a less productive

means of encouraging the subjects to share their ideas during

the analysis of motivation phase of the book discussion.

Many questions concerning bibliotherapy and the analysis

of character motivation need to be explored. Is there an-

other way to analyze motivation rather than directly asking

\<Jhy characters behave the way they do? Can a right-wrong

feeling be avoided when discussing the motivations of charac-

t er s ? Would this ski 11 have improved if the subjects I abil

ity to analyze emotions had improved? How is the ability to

analyze motivation affected by experiences within the family?

\~ould this skill improve if b ib l Lotherapy was carried out

wi t h a focus on just thLs ski 11, over a longer period of

time, with more books and longer book discussions?

Studies designed to answer these questions would have

to ad I fc Cress themselves to the question of the nature 0 the
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relationship between the understanding of emotions and the

understanding of motivations. Even more basically, we need

to know more about the thinking processes involved in the

acquisition of these skills. Studies need to be done to ex

plore the nature of the developmental sequence involved and

to identify factors that may disrupt the sequence.

Improvement may not have occurred in the ability of

subjects to formulate solutions to problems because of lack

of improvement in the analysis of emotion and analysis of

motivation skills. These skills may be prerequisites for-

the skill of formulating a solution, and since subjects did

not improve in these skills, they were not able to formula te

solutions on the posttest. As with the other skills, the

amount of time spent practicing the formulation of solutions

may not have been great enough to effect an improvement in

this skill.

Another possible factor affecting the subjects' ability

to formulate solutions may be these subjects' lack of person

al experience in solving problems. They may not have had

previous experience that they could draw upon to synthesize

solutions to interpersonal problems such as the posttest

picture suggested. Their bank of cultural knowledge may not

have been sufficient to allow them to choose specific reme-

dies for the pictured problem. In addition, their experi-

ences within the family may not have been of a problem sol v

ing nature. The subjects simply may not have seen the
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family-oriented problem in the posttest picture as having,

or needing, a solution. Possibly, these subjec t. s were condi

tioned to live with problems rather than to try to solve them.

Some questions about the role of past experience in

formulating solutions to problems need to be answered in

order to clarify the effectiveness of bibliotherapy. Are

persons who have had I imi ted interpersonal or c i.i Ltural ex

periences less likely to see problems in terms of solutions

than persons who have had grea ter experience in deal ing wi th

other people and situations? What exactly is the role of

past experience in problem solving? Do we learn specific

solutions to specific types of problems and practice these

matches throughout life, or do we learn an attitude toward

problems and synthesize solutions as we are confronted with

different types of problems? What are the components of the

thinking process involved in solving problems? If lack of

experience is a limiting factor in the development of the

ability to formulate solutions to problems, can reading and

discussing characters' life experiences (bibliotherapy) be

used to augment real life experience so that a person does

ve second-hand experience to draw from in putting solutions

together? In other words, can fantasy experience be as val

uable as real life experience in giving a person specifics

to use in formulating solutions to problems? As w i th the

other skills, we need to determine if intensive work on this

skill alone would help to develop it, and if the development
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of this skill is dependent on prerequisite skills such as

the ability to analyze emotion and motivation.

Several studies could be designed to gain information

about these questions. One possible study could investigate

the difference in generalizability between subjects who have

been taught specific solutions to specific problems and sub

jects who have been taught a problem solving process, or

general problem solving skills. Another study might be done

to determine the role of past experience in solving new prob

lems. This might be a case study approach in which subjects

are asked to solve hypothetical interpersonal problems, and

then are guided by a counselor through an analysis of how

they solved them. Data would be collected on the various

methods used to solve the problems: past personal experi

ence, vicarious experience, fantasy experience, information

from other sources, advice, and other methods. Another

study could be designed to determine if bibliotherapy can be

used to teach vicarious learning of specific solutions to

problems. Subjects might read several books in which a

similar problem is solved in the same way. Data would be

collected as to the frequency with which subjects solved a

hypothetical problem using the specific solution learned

through bibliotherapy.

TI,e preceding discussion was related to the first five

conclusions listed n t the beginning of this c pter. These

conclusions were h,lscd on statisticiJ! ana ly s i s of the gilin
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scores. Two additional conclusions were drawn concerning

the number of books read by the subjects during the course

of the experiment. The following discussion is related to

these two conclusions.

It would seem reasonable to predict that the experimen

tal group would read more books than the control group in

t he I igh t of the personal a t tent ion given to the sub jects I

the experimental group as a result of their reading. This

did not seem to be the case in this study. There was no

statistical difference between the number of books read by

the experimental group and the number of books read by the

control group.

One reason for this might be that the grading system

used in this study may have acted to limit the amount of

reading done. The subjects were graded according to the

number of books read during a four week period. A minimum

of four books were required for a C, and an A required eigh

books. The mean number of books read in the control group

was 5.2, and the mean number of books read in the experimer

tal group was 5.5. These figures indicate that most subjec

read enough books to receive an acceptable grade, but only

two control subjects and three experimental subjects read

above the maximum number of books r e qu i red for an A. The sr

subjects may have been motivated by the personal attention

received during bibliotherapy, or they may have been moti

vated by the additional free time they earned for each bool
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read over six. Generally, subjects read between the minimum

and maximum number of books required by the grading scale.

Another explanation for a lack of increase in the

number of books read by the experimental group may be found

within individual differences. Reading rates varied among

the subjects. The length of the books chosen by the subjects

varied, and the "thinking t.Lrne " between books varied accord

ing to the individual subject. Because the reading time was

limited to four weeks, these factors may have combined to

limit the number of books that particular readers may have

been able to finish.

The following questions would help to investigate this

area. Would using an open time frame and requiring a spe

cific number of books have changed the results of this study?

Would changing or eliminating the grading structure have af

fected the number of books read? Would the elimination of a

grading scale change the type of subject available for the

study? If subjects did not receive academic credit for the

reading they did, perhaps only subjects who liked reading

would participate in a similar study, and those subjects may

be more amenable to bibliotherapy than subjects who did not

like to read.

A study could be designed to determine if bibliotherapy

does act to increase the number of books read by subjects

receiving it. In such a study, outside motivating factors

would need to be controlled or eliminated. Individual
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variables such as reading rate would also need to be taken

into consideration. An open time frame would be desirable ,

with bibliotherapy terminating when the subject expressed a

desire to stop reading.

The final conclusion drawn in this study was that the

more books read by a subject receiving bibliotherapy, the

greater the subject's improvement in problem solving skills.

This did not seem to be true for the control subjects. The

data supports the conclusion that structured bibliotherapy

is an effective means of teaching at least one problem solv

ing skill. Even though there was little group-measured

difference between the gain scores for three of the four

problem solving skills, it is clear that those persons re

ceiving bibliotherapy improved their problem solving abil

ities in proportion to the number of books they read and

discussed. Perhaps other factors were operating to lessen

the statistical significance of the experimental group's im

provement in problem solving abilities. These factors may

have to do with the time limit set for reading (four weeks)

and the time limit set for each book discussion (twenty

minutes) .

As a group, there was significant change in only one

problem solving skill for the experimental subjects. In

studying individual scores, however, it is apparent that

certain individuals in the experimental group showed a large

overall improvement in problem solving skills in proportion
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to the number of books they read and discussed. This indi

cates that bibliotherapy was more effective for some indi

viduals than for others.

This information suggests a need for additional infor

mation. For what type of person is bibliotherapy most suit

ed? What are the personality characteristics that affect a

person I s understanding and analysis of their reading? How

important is intelligence in the analysis process? Is there

a beneficial match between bibliotherapist and client that

facilitates the bibliotherapeutic process? What factors can

be manipulated in order to make bibliotherapy more widely

applicable to many kinds of readers?

Studies could be designed to explore the characteristics

of persons who do and do not benefit from bibliotherapy.

Such studies could use various criteria to ascertain improve

ment or non-improvement after bibliotherapy, and then could

compare the subjects on any number of variables: intelli

gence, reading rate, ability to form mental images, ability

to abstract, formal education, age, types of preferred read

ing, and a wide range of personality characteristics.

Recommendations

Based on the preceding seven conclusions, these recom

mendations are presented for the use of bibliotherapy with

female delinquent adolescents:

1. Bibliotherapy, in a structured book discussion
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format, is recommended as an approach in helping clients

develop their abilities to identify problems and problem

situations.

2. Bibliotherapeutic programs should be designed in

such a way as to avoid limiting the number of books read and

discussed by clients. Any external motivation provided to

encourage clients to read should be open-ended and continu-

ous rather than "credit" or "grades" which set an upper

limit on the number of books read.

3. Since the number of books read and discussed affects

the improvement of skills of clients receiving bibliotherapy,

bibliotherapy should be used with clients who like to read

and who are likely to read several books before tiring of

the bibliotherapeutic process.

4. The effectiveness of bibliotherapy is an area in

which much further study is needed. The following types of

studies are suggested in order to gain more knowledge of the

ways that bibliotherapy is effective, can be made more effec-

tive, and can work toward becoming a science as well as an

art:

a. Studies of the characteristics of clients and

bibliotherapists in order to determine which clients may

benefit most from bibliotherapy and to determine the most

important therapist characteristics affecting the biblio-

therapeutic process.

b. Studies to investigate the nature of the skills
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that can be taught through bibliotherapy.

c. Studies involving different populations: male

delinquents, public school students, younger or older sub

jects, students with learning disabilities, the elderly.
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Table 12

Poll of Problems

Responses*

Getting in trouble (21)
Breaking the law (9)
Delinquency (2)

Running (17)
Running away (14)

Drugs (15)
Marijuana (8)
Speed (])

Divorce (8)
Parents splitting up (6)
Broken home (5)
Parents apart (2)

Alcoholism (8)
Drinking (6)
Getting drunk (4)

Eating too much (6)
Being fat (4)
Overweight (4)

Parents

Fighting

School (6)
Trouble in school (])

Anger (3)
Being mad a lot (])
Being angry (2)

Having a baby (5)
Being pregnant (])

Frequency

32

31

26

21

18

14

12

10

9

8

-;I'AII client response'; a nd their frequencies are listed. Some
responses were judged by the experimenter to be so closely
related that they c o u l d he c ornb i ne d into a larger response
group.



Table 12 (continued)

Responses

Friends (3)
Wrong friends (3)
Making friends (1)

Foster homes (4)
Group homes (2)

God (3)
Church (1)
Religion (1)

Police

Jobs (3)
Working (1)

Stealing

Dating

Sadness (2)
Depression (1)

Bad laws

Being in love with a T.V. star (1)
Thinking about a T.V. person a lot (1)

Dying (1)
Death (1)

Prostitution (2)

Abortion

Br tilers

Dreams

Cetting sick

Spending money

Total

92

Frequency

7

6

5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

2(~()
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Subject Profile Summary

Control
Subjects

Experimental
Subjects

94

Age Range

Median Age

14 yrs. 2 mos. 14 yrs. 0 mos.
to to

16 yrs. 5 mos. 16 yrs. 8 mos.

15 yrs. 3 mos. 15 yrs. 8 mos.

Reading Score Range
California Tests of
Adult Basic Education

Median Reading Score
California Tests of
Adult Basic Education

Range of the number of
days from commitment
date to the first day
in reading class

Median number of days
from commitment date
to the first day in
reading class

Mean number of books
read during the four
week experimental
period

Grade Level
6.2 to 10.4

Grade Level
8.3

10 days to
93 days

25 days

).2 books

Grade Level~

6.4 to 11.1

Grade Level
8.6

8 days to
71 days

16 days

5.5 books
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Instructions:

The Book List

During the next four weeks, read as many of
these books as you can and report on them as
we have discussed.

Here is the grading scale: 8 books A
7 books B
6 books B
5 books C
4 books C

Anonymous, Go Ask Alice, New York: Avon Books, 1971.

This is the diary of a girl who has a drug problem.

Arrick, Fran, Steffie Can't Come Out to Play, New York:
Dell Publishing Company, 1978.

This is the story of a girl who runs away from home and
becomes involved in prostitution.

Blume, Judy, It's Not the End of the World, New York:
Bantam Books, 1972.

This is the story of a girl who tries to get her parents
back together when they announce that they are getting
a divorce.

Eyerly, Jeannette, Escape From Nowhere, New York: Berkley
Publishing Company, 1969.

This is the story of a girl who becomes involved with
drugs as a result of family problems.

Hinton, S. E., The Outsiders, New York: Dell Pu bl ishing
Company,

This is the story of a group of teenagers who are often
in trouble with the police.

Hinton, S. E., That Wns Then This Is Now, New York: Dell
Publ ishing mpilny,

This is the story of two friends who change as they
grow up. One l)('~'omcs involved wi th drugs:
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Miklowitz, Gloria D.• Runaway. New York: Grosset and Dunlap,
1977.

This is the story of a girl who runs away from an
abusive home life and from other people who try to help
her.

Platt, Kin, Chloris and the Creeps, New York: Dell Publish
ing Company, 197].

This is the story of a girl who does not want her mother
to remarry after a divorce.

Wagner, Robin, Sarah T.: Portrait of a Teen-age Alcoholic,
New York: Ballantine Books, 1975.

Young, Dalene, Dawn: Portrait of a Teenage Runaway, New
York: Ballantine Books, 1976.

This is the story of a girl who runs away from home to
Hollywood.

&
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Table 14

Titles and Frequencies of Books Read

Book Titles Number of Times Read

Control
Group

Experimental
Group

Total

Chloris and the Creeps

Dawn: Portrait of a
Teenage Runaway

Escape from Nowhere

Go Ask Alice

It's Not the End
of the World

The Outsiders

Runaway

2 3 5

7 6 13

3 3 6

5 7 12

4 3 7

8 7 15

6 6 12

Sarah T. Portrait
of () Teen-age
Alcoholic

Steffie Can't Come
Out to Play

That Was Then, This
Is Now

Tot :11

5

5

7

7

7

6

12

12

13

107
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Bibliotherapy Questionnaire

Please answer the following questions by circling Yes or No.

1. Have you ever been in a class where you read books and
discussed them with your teacher?

Yes No

2. Have you ever discussed a book with a counselor as part
of a counseling program?

Yes No
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Picture Analysis

Please study the picture you have been given. Then answer
the following questions about the picture. There are no
right or wrong answers. Take as much time as you wish and
write as much as you wish.

1. What is happening in the picture? Is there a problem?
What are the people talking about?

2. What are these people feeling?

3. Why do these people feel that way? Why are they doing
what they are doing?

4. What are they going to do in the future? How will this
situation turn out?
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Evaluator Rating Scales

Identification of Problem

1 Does not identify problem in picture
2 Identifies problem in general terms; is non

specific
3 Identifies specific problem in terms of one

character
4 Identifies specific problem in terms of

two or three characters
5 Identifies specific problem in terms of

all characters

Scale II Analysis of Emotional Content

1 Does not discuss feelings of characters
2 Discusses feelings of characters in general

terms; is non-specific
3 Discusses feelings of one character
4 Discusses feelings of two or three characters
5 Discusses feelings of all characters

Scale III Analysis of Motivation

1 Does not discuss character motivation
2 Discusses motivation of characters in general

terms; is non-specific
3 Discusses motivation of one character
4 Discusses motivation of two or three characters
5 Discusses motivation of all characters

Scale IV Formulation of Solution

1 Does not formulate solution
2 Formulates general solution; is non-specific
3 Formulates specific solution involving one

character
4 Formulates specific solution involving two or

three characters
5 Formulates specific solution involving all

characters
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Sample Set of Responses

I. What. is happening in the picture? Is there a problem?
What. arc the people talking about?

2 They are having a family problem.

1 I don't see a problem.

4 The boy and the g i rIa r e a rguing over using the
car.

3 The mother wants a vacation, but she can't go.

5 The parents won't let the boy and girl have a
party.

II. What are these people feeling?

3 The g i r 1 is unha ppy .

2 They're all upset.

5 The boy is angry at the father and he' 5 angry bac
The daughter wishes it would get better and the
mother feels depressed.

1 I don't know how they feel.

4 The mother and father feel guilty about what
they've just said.

III. Why do these people feel that way? Why are they doing
what they a r c d o i ng ?

3 TI,e fnlhel doesn't want to talk because he's tire

1 It look ike they're sitting down.

4 The' PHd he! .i v o i d s: everybody because she doesn't
Will1t [(' l I Vi' there and the daughter doesn't talk
hi' ;I\I~,( ',111' wilnts the mother to leave.

ItH Idtlwl ,ilHI mother are feeling guilty because
thev r iI (' neglected the children. The son and
datll',fll'l 1 c('l hnd because they ve said mean
!hill~',~" [(J()
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IV. What are they going to do in the future? How will this
situation turn out?

4 The father and the boyfriend will go to a counselor
and they'll get to know each other.

2 They'll work it out by talking.

1 There's nothing anybody can do.

5 The mother and father get together
contract between the four of them.
some ideas and everybody agrees to
tract.

and make up a
The kids add

follow the con-

3 The daughter will write a letter and explain the
problem.
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Code GH

1. The letter says that there has been a death in
the family and the problem is how to get to the
funeral. It is 500 miles away. They all are
talking about what to do.

2. The father is worried about the cost and the
mother is sad that her sister has died.

3. The father is worried that they can't afford to
go because he might lose his job. He's not sure
if the plant will close or not.

4. They work it out together. The son offers to
use his lawn mowing money to help out on the
expense. The daughter gives her babysitting
money and the mother puts in some money she has
saved from her job.



F-----------------------~'.
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1
1,l::l

Evaluator Rating Form Code JH

1. These people are talking about a family problem.
The daughter and son want to talk it out. They
want to be able to stay out later than 11:00.

2. They are upset. The father is against the idea
and feels angry.

3. The son and the daughter want more time to be
with their friends.

4. They will work it out by talking. It will turn
out all right.
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Book Discussion Format

~bjective I: To establish rapport with the subject and to
ocus on the concrete content of the book.

Question 1: Which book would you like to talk about
today?

2: Did you like the book?

3: Was it realistic? Could it really have
happened?

4: Who were the characters in the book?

5: Where did it take place?

6: Tell me what happened in the book.
(Five minute time limit)

Objective II: To lead the subject into more abstract think
ing abour-tfie book.

Question 1: What was each character's personality like?

2: Who were the heroes and who were the
villians?

3: Which characters seemed most real? Did
any characters do or say things that seemed
phony?

4: Do you kow people who remind you of any of
the characters?

5- What sorts of feelings did you have as you
read the book?
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Objective III: To analyze the book in terms of the four
specific problem solving skills.

Question 1: What problems did the book characters have
to solve?

2: How did each character feel about the
problems?

3: Did any of the characters help to create
the problems?

4: What did each character do to help get the
problems solved?

5: Did any characters work against getting
the problems solved? Why?

6: Why did each character do what s/he did to
help solve the problems?

7: How did the problem finally get solved?

8: Can YOU think of some other ways to solve
the problems in this book?

Objective IV:
situations .:

To help the subject apply the book to other

Question 1:

2:

Have YOU ever known anyone who was in a
simil~r situation? How did they handle it?
What could they have done instead?

Could this book teach people anything about
huw to b0 happier or how to understand
pc op le better? What could it teach?
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